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Abstract
Author: Robin E. Hummel
Title: It's All About the Teachers: Bank Street's Math for Teachers as
Professional Development

This work describes a professional development initiative that was based on the
graduate course, Mathematics far Teachers in Diverse and Inclusive Educational Settings (K-6),
taught by Linda Metnetsky at Bank Street College of Education. The author wrote and
implemented this professional development initiative for teachers in her former district: a
large, middle-class, suburban school district outside of Philadelphia. It consisted of six full
clay sessions, held from October through April during the 2004-05 school year. Eleven
teachers from third, fourth, and fifth grades participated, and the impact of this
professional development on two participants is the focus of this study.
Each of the six sessions focused on four main ideas: curriculum-based problems,
action research, major explorations, and two major readings. The curriculum-based
problems were activities that teachers could use in their classrooms. These activities were
based on concepts that teachers already knew and were able to do. Each teacher engaged
in a small action research project and publicly reflected on the influence this research had
on their practice and their students' learning. A major exploration was included in each
session. These were math problems that deepened the content knowledge of the teachers.
Sharing processes and the thinking behind the processes were integral parts of the
exploration problems. The text for the initiative was Making Sense, by James Hiebert. In
addition, the teachers read and discussed the five process standards and the six principles
in Principles and Standards far School Mathematics by the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM). These excerpts were discussed in the context of each teacher's
practice.
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I. The Vision

Math far Teachers was a life-changing experience for me. This course inspired and
nurtured my journey into professional development for mathema tics. I learned how to
authentically reflect on my practice in order to effect change. I learned that professional
development that is persona l, long-term, and intensive is ra re. I learned that participating
in math explorations promotes confidence in the ability to make deeper meaning of
mathematics. And I learned that professional development that prioritizes teacher
learning is essential. I began to think about how to shift the priority of student-centered
learning to teacher-centered learning, with the intention of understanding how teachercentered professional development influences student learning.
In the months following my experience in Math far Teachers, I wanted to bring this
compelling way of thinking about math and our teaching to everyone I knew. I wrote a
framework for my vision (See section II. Framework for the Math Initiative) for the
principals in my district and offered to facilitate a math initiative based on my work at
Bank Street. Before my work in Math far Teachers, I never thought about the deeper
purpose of professional development or why it does not always lead to a change in
practice. At their best, my professional development experiences had been opportunities
to adopt some great strategies and activities.
I was determined not to add to what was already out there. I was confident that
facilitating experiences from Math far Teachers would be an extraordinary opportunity for
my colleagues. This math initiative set out to provide opportunities fo r teachers to reflect
on their practice "and to fashion new knowledge and beliefs about content, pedagogy,
and learners" (Sparks and Hirsh, 1997, p. 2).

Four principals were interested and I insisted that teachers must volunteer for this
project. I did not want the success o r failure of this initiative to be based on whether or
not teachers wanted to be there. The work is too complex and personal. "Collaborative
cultures do not mandate collegial support and partnership: they foster and facilitate it.
This is what distinguishes them from schools characterized by more superficial versions of
contrived collegiality" (Fullan and H argreaves, 1996, p. 59).
I firmly believe that one cannot mandate change. I am fairly certain that nine of
the 11 participants were volunteers. I am certain that the h-vo teachers who are the focus
of this study participated voluntarily.
The methods for data collection include journal entries of Mrs. 0 and Mrs. P,
ongoing email correspondence between myself and the participants, and details of the
work accomplished in the six sessions.
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II. The Framework for the Math Initiative

The purpose of this work is to enhance the math practice of our teachers. By
giving them the opportunity to explore mathematics through purposeful and rigorous
work, teachers will construct a deeper understanding that will influence the way their
students learn. To design a classroom so that underst,anding is its primary goal requires
substantive, long-term changes. It requires thoughtful explorations of attitudes and beliefs
as well as practices and expectations. T his course will address the moral imperative that
all studen ts a re capable of learning. It is my hope that teachers who participate in this
math initiative will gain confidence in their ability to make deeper m eaning of
mathematics for them selves and their students.
Enduring Understanding : Participation in math explorations promotes
confidence in the ability to make d eeper m e aning of mathematics.

Essential Q,uestion # 1: How does corifidence in the ability to make deeper meaning efmathematics
influence a teacher's practice?
Essential OJtestion #2: How does a practice influenced by a deeper understanding efmathematics enhance
a student's l.eaming?
Curriculum-based Problems: Problems and activities for teachers to use in their
classrooms. These activities will be based on concepts that teachers already know and are
able to do.
• Using manipulatives
• Promoting collaboration
• Explaining math thinking
• Exploring patterns
• Exploring probability
• Exploring geometry
• Exploring m easurement
Action R esearch: Each teacher will engage in an action research proj ect. W e will spend
time crafting the question, setting up the project, sharing resources, reporting o n what
they find out, and reflecting on the influence this research has had on their practice and
their studen ts' learning.
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Musings and Obse1Vationsfar Action Research:
• What are the expectations I have for this professional development?
• H ow can I organize the time in my math class to achieve my instructional goals?
• What can I learn about ma th by observing myself as a problem solver?
• H ow do students grow in their ability to communicate ideas and solve problems?
• How can I launch the teaching of math so my students become purposeful,
engaged , and independent problem solvers?
• How can I monitor and assess the progress my students are making?
Major Explorations: Problems that will deepen math content knowledge and
understanding.
• Patterns and Algebra
• Geometry
• Probability
• M easurement
• Logic
R eadings: Two major readings will be discussed in the context of each teacher's practice.
• Making Sense: Teaching and Leaming Mathematics with Understanding by J ames H iebert,
will provide the framework for us to reflect on our practice and how our practice
might change. Six chapters will be read and discussed.
"Introducing the Critical Features"
"The Nature of C lassroom T asks"
"The R ole of the T eacher"
"The Social Culture of the C lassroom"
"Mathematical T ools as Learning Supports"
"Equity and Accessibility"
• P1inciples and Standards far School Mathematics by the National Council of T eachers of
M athematics (NCTM): Excerpts from this document will be discussed in the
context of each teacher's practice. The fi ve process standards and six principles
will be examined.
Content Standards:
Problem Solving
R easoning and Proof
Communication
Connections
R epresentations
Principles:
Equity
Curriculum
T eaching
Learning
Assessment
T echnology
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III. Introduction
Purposeful professional development is long-term, intensive, and personal. It is
based on the needs of each teacher, is constructed around sound content and pedagogy,
gives teachers the opportunity to contribute to and learn from their colleagues, and
inspires inquiry and reflection. What we want for our students we should want for
ourselves-unlimited learning opportunities that engage us in creating, experiencing, and
solving deep and relevant problems in a collaborative and nurturing environment.
"People learn best through active involvement and through thinking about and becoming
articulate about what they have learned. Processes, practice, and policies built on this
view of learning are at the heart of a more expanded view of teacher development that
encourages teachers to involve themselves as learners-in much the same way as they
wish their students would" (Sparks and Hirsh , 1997, p. 2).
vVe cannot create conceptual understanding in mathematics for our students
simply by using manipulatives in our classrooms, or by putting a group of students
together at table, or by asking a few open-ended questions. First and foremost, we need to
thoroughly examine our own beliefs about what it means to have and create conceptual
understanding as opposed to technical expertise, and the types of tasks that transcend
technical expertise and promote conceptual understanding for ourselves as well as our
students.
This will require a profound desire to examine long-held beliefs, knowledge, and
habits on the part of teachers, "the vast majority of whom were taught and learned to
teach under a paradigm of instruction and learning in which memorization, repetition,
speed, and correct answers were of paramount importance " (Smith, 200 1, p. 3). Many
competent and committed teachers have allowed their practice to become
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institutionalized as a result of conforming successfully to their environment, which often
requires maintaining a well-ordered classroom and success on standardized tests.
"Teachers cannot be expected to undergo changes as profound as this- totally
refurbishing their knowledge, beliefs, and habits of practice-on the basis of professional
development as we know it" (Smith, 2001, p. 4). To accomplish this kind of change,
professional development must be more than outside experts coming in for one-shot
dog-and-pony shows that do li ttle to inspire teachers, let alone influence their practice.
Successful profession al development inspires teachers to build their own capacity for
facilitating professional development. Successful professional development supports
teachers in "accomplishing the serious and difficult tasks of learning the skills and
perspectives assumed by new visions of practice and unleaming the practices and beliefs
about students and instruction that have dominated their professional lives to date. Yet
few occasions and little support for such professional development exist in teachers'
environments" (Sparks and Hirsh, 1997, p. 2). For the first three-quarters of my 20-year
classroom-teaching career, most of the professional development that was offered
approached teaching as techniques and strategies to be mastered, provided no follow-up
support for implementation, gave little or no opportunities for meaningful collaboration
with colleagues, and were planned without any input from my colleagues or me.
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IV. Purposeful Professional Development: Four Elements

The First Ekment: Respectfar and Knowledge efthe Needs if Teachers
The first order of business for any professional developer is to make sure that the
needs of teachers as seen by the principal or superintendent match what the teachers
think they need. "How many professional development efforts have fallen fl at, insulting
and alienating teachers because they failed to honor their knowledge, skills, culture, and
experiences" (Smith, 2001, p. 4 7)? Just as we begin our lessons with the students'
knowledge and understanding, professional development must make use of the knowledge
and expertise of the teachers. So when an administrator defines what teachers need, a
professional developer should ask if this response would match the responses from the
teachers. More often than not, the administrator will probably have to go back and check.
Professional development planning can begin by "determining the things students
need to know and be able to do and working backward to the knowledge, skills, and
attitudes educators must have if those student outcomes are to be realized. This does not
negate the value of teachers' perceptions regarding their [own] needs, but rather places
those needs within a larger context" (Sparks and Hirsh, 1997, p. 8). The teacher is the
one who has to see and understand the nature of the work and how it influences the
specifics of the lessons. Who better than the teacher knows the students and how they
learn in the classroom? Who else can see as clearly and deeply into one's own practice?
The teacher is the agent of improved instruction. Professional development that respects
and accepts this truth can begin to influence a teacher's practice.
Teachers "need to have opportunities to learn mathematics in the ways in which
they are expected to teach it to students. They need to struggle with importan t
mathematical ideas, justify their thinking to peers, investigate alternative solutions
7

proposed by others, and reconsider their conceptions of what it means to do mathematics.
In short, teachers' thinking needs to be at the center of professional development sessions
just as children's thinking needs to be at the center of mathematics instruction"
(Mewborn, 2003, p. 49).
Learning is contextual. What we learn is connected to how we learn it. If math is
never more than myriad formulas to be memorized and applied, we will never change
our practice or our understanding for our students or ourselves. And just as "one cannot
expect students to learn something simply by being told that it is so, one cannot expect
teachers to change their teaching practice simply because they have been told to do so"
(Mewborn, 2003, p . 49).

The Second Element: Rif!-ection
Professional developers can certainly become skilled at creating a culture of
inquiry, as long as we are able and willing to reflect on our own practice. Wouldn't that
be the first thing one would need to do in order to encourage others to reflect on their
work? I don't really think one can create reflection in others. One can only create it for
oneself and then give others things to think about by inviting them into one's own
thoughts: How do I define my role as a professional developer? H ow is this role relevant
to a classroom teacher? What evidence do I have that I have contributed purposefully?
Do I create for myself the opportunity to struggle with math problems?
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics promotes six standards for the
professional development of teachers of mathematics (NCTM, 199 1). T aken all together,
they are daunting. But acknowledging and immersing ourselves in standards for our own
professional development practice is a thoughtful and necessary place to begin. The
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standards "comprise the threads that are woven as the fabric of successful mathematics
teaching: personal experiences in contexts that model and value good mathematics
teaching; ongoing development of knowledge about mathematics, students, and teaching;
numerous and diverse opportunities to apply knowledge and experience through practice;
and the gradual assumption of responsibilities for professional growth and change"
(NCTM, 1991, p. 126). A commitment to applying the standards for professional
development must be an integral part of our work if we're going to change the nature of
professional development.
Adapted by R obin Hummel from StandardsJor the Prq/essional De11elopment q/Teachen q/Mathematics (NCTM, 1991 ).

Prqjessional rleveloj,ers 11111st model good mathematics teaching.
Professional developers must pose worthwhile mathematics tasks and engage teachers in math conversations.
Professional developers need to create learning environments that support and encourage mathematical reasoning,
expect and encourage teache rs to take intellectual risks in doing mathematics, and provide opportunities to work
independently ,md collaboratively.
Prqjessional developers mus/ have content knowledge.
Professional developers must develop their knowledge of the conten t and discourse of mathematics, including
concepts and procedures and the connections among them, ways to reason m athematically, solve p roblems, and
communicate mathematics effectively. In addition, they need to develop their perspectives on the contribu tions of
different cultures toward the development of mathematics and the way we teach , learn, and do mathematics resulting
from the availability of technology. T hey need to develop their perspectives on school mathematics within the discipline
of mathematics and understand the changing nature of school mathema tics, its relationships to other school subjects,
and it~ applications in society.
Prqjessional developas mu.rt /mow students as lemner.r q1·111athematics.
Professional developers should be able to provide perspectives on studen ts as learners of mathematics by
d eveloping teachers' knowledge of research on how students learn mathematics, the effects of students' age, abilities,
interests, and experi ence on learning mathematics, and the influences of studen ts' linguistic, ethnic, racial, and
socioeconomic backgrounds and gender on learning mathematics.
Pnjessional rleuelopers must have pedagogy content k11owledge.
Professional developers should be able to develop teachers' knowledge of and ability to use and evaluate
instructional materials and resources. They should be able to explore ways to represen t math ematics concepts,
procedu res, and instructional strategics. They should be able to promote discourse and foste r a sense of mathematical
community, and offer myriad ways to a~scss students' u nderstanding of matl1cmaties.
Professional rle11eloj1ers must be able to nurture and su/Jj!ort the growth qf'teachers.
The professional developer should provide teach ers with opportun ities to exam ine and revise th ei r
assumptions about the nature of m athematics, how it should be taught, and how students learn mathematics. They
should provide teachers with the opportunities to observe and analyze a range of approaches to mathematics teaching
and learning. They should p rovide opportunities for teachers to analyze a nd evaluate the appropriateness and
effectiveness of their teaching, and they should give teachers opportunities to develop dispositions toward teaching
mathematics.
Prqfessional deueloper.r must be committed to their own growth.
The professional developer should take an active role in her own professional development by accepting
responsibility for experimenting thoughtfully with alternative approaches and strategics in the classroom, and rcf1ecting
on learning and teaching individually and with colleagues. They should participate in courses and in the professional
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community, read and discuss iclea5 presented in professional publications, participate in proposing, designing, and
evaluating programs for professional development, and participate in efforts to effe ct positive change in math ematics
education.

Teachers are fascinated by their own learning processes, especially when they are
given the opportunity to slow down and construct their own knowledge. Imagine the
impact of a professional developer who publicly creates the opportunity to learn about
her own learning, right alongside the participants. It would bring authenticity and equity
to the process of professional development. "Individual and public sharing of personal
math learning experiences can serve as a powerful impetus for changing a teacher's
beliefs" (Melnick, 2005).
In order for teachers to reexamine their beliefs about mathematics, professional
development must give teachers the opportunity to reflect on their own practice,
experience new approaches to math problems, and struggle with their own growth. By
providing these opportunities in a safe and nurturing environment, teachers come to
recognize the limitations of their practice and begin to reconstruct their own math
philosophy. They begin to think differently about who can do math and what it means to
be successful in math class. But first they must be allowed to embrace their own
diseq uilibrium (Smith, 2001, p.44). Math for Teachers gave me the gift of immersion in my
own learning. T he impact of this immersion on my teaching cannot be overstated. We
must recognize that "personal transformation leading to changed pedagogy often entails
emotional struggle. It does not simply happen from a desire or a request to change"
(Weissglass, 1994, p. 69).
"Providing opportunities for reflection and planning and for expressing and
working through feelings about mathematics learning and teaching will increase the
likelihood of teachers developing new understandings, challenging beliefs and
10

assumptions, and changing rigid and unproductive practices" (Weissglass, 1994, p. 76).
And when teachers work with professional developers "who continue to view themselves
as learners, who ask questions with which they themselves still grapple, who are willing
and able to alter both content and practice in the pursuit of meaning, and who treat
[teachers] and their endeavors as works in progress, not finished products, [teachers] are
more likely to demonstrate these characteristics themselves" (Sparks and Hirsh, 1997, p.
6).

The Third Element: Sound Content and Pedagogy
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics asserts that "teachers must
know and understand deeply the mathematics they are teaching and be able to draw on
that knowledge with flexib ility in their teaching tasks" (NCTM, 2000, p. 17). Most of the
teachers in the math initiative did not possess this deep knowledge of mathematics.
Several were good technicians- they knew how to teach their students how to do math
problems. But they did not always have the conceptual understanding behind the
procedures. And even when there is strong conceptual understanding, it does not always
lead to effective teaching. Teachers with strong math backgrounds sometimes interpret a
student's explanation in light of their own knowledge, which can lead to misinterpreting
what a student is thinking. A teacher needs to step outside his/ her own unders tanding
and knowledge in order to understand what a student is thinking.
Professional development must be grounded in sound math content. Too often,
the only expectation of professional development is that it should contribute something to
a teacher's bag of tricks via some fun activities. This does not lead to deeper
understanding of mathematics for teachers or their students. It is necessary for teachers to
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understand the math they're expected to teach. "Therefore, teachers need the
opportunity to construct or reconstruct their knowledge of mathematics so that they have
a foundation on which to build a practice that requires deep and flexible use of
mathematics" (Smith, 2001, p. 42). Teachers can do this by engaging in math problems
that support their learning and thinking. Just as we expect students to explain their
thinking and strategies, "teachers should be encouraged to generalize solutions and
communicate results from their exploration of mathematical ideas visually, in writing, or
through dialogue and discussion" (Smith, 2001, p. 43).
It is widely accepted that most teachers teach the way they were taught, wh ich in
math usually meant rote memorization, quizzes, and tests. Therefore, professional
development needs to provide teachers with the opportunity to experience teaching and
learning in the ways in which teachers themselves are being asked to teach. Teacher
educators must take to heart the idea that professional development "should model good
teaching by posing worthwhile tasks, engaging teachers in discourse, enhancing discourse
through the use of a variety of tools, creating learning environments that support and
encourage reasoning, and expecting and encouraging teachers to take intellectual risks"
(Smith, 2001, p. 43).
Professional development that is grounded in constructivism transcends the
limited benefits of teachers simply latching onto some great strategies and activities. In
constructivist professional development, learning is not simply transmitted from the
facilitator to the teachers. Much of our time together in the math initiative was used to
discuss and reflect on the learning that was being constructed by the teachers.
Constructivism holds that learning takes place when the learner is in a state of
disequilibrium- that is, when there is a discrepancy between what one knows and what
12

one is learning. Therefore, professional development must nurture an environment in
which teachers "search for meaning, appreciate uncertainty, and inquire responsibly"
(Sparks and Hirsh, 1997, p.6).
[Constructivist professional developers] encourage and accept [teacher] autonomy
and initiative; use raw data and primary sources, along with manipulative,
interactive, and physical materials; allow [teacher] responses to drive lessons, shift
instructional strategies and alter content; inquire about [teacher] understandings
of concepts before sharing their own understanding of those concepts; encourage
[teachers] to engage in dialogue, both with the [facilitator] and with one another;
foster [teacher] inquiry by asking thoughtful, open-ended questions and
encouraging [teachers] to formulate and ask their own questions; seek elaboration
of [teachers'] initial responses; engage [teachers] in experiences that might
engender contradictions to their initial hypotheses and then encourage discussion;
provide time for [teachers] to construct relationships and create metaphors; and
nurture [teachers'] natural curiosity. [Professional developers] must also learn to
understand [teachers'] points of view as instructional entry points-which means
that [professional developers] must be good listeners as well as talkers (Sparks and
H irsh, 1997, p. 6).

If the goal of professional development is to influence a teacher's practice so it
enhances student learning, we must create and implement professional development with
great care. T eachers must be given ample opportunities to learn in constructivist settings .
"Staff development from a constructivist perspective will include activities such as action
research, conversations with peers about the beliefs and assumptions that guide their
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instruction, and reflective practices such as journal keeping--activities that many
educators may not even view as staff development" (Sparks and Hirsh, 1997, p. 7).

The Fourth Element: Collaboration
Despite the call for more collaboration in our profession, many teachers still toil
away in isolation. Professional development that effects change must be collaborative. It
must provide the opportunity for teachers to share their thinking with one another,
respond to each other's ideas, and work through obstacles and celebrate successes
together. Momentum comes from sharing and building on each other's ideas. T eachers
must sustain each other as they undertake the momentous tasks of reforming their
practice and growing their knowledge. Most teachers acknowledge that teaching is
difficult and learning is complex. Therefore, collaboration becomes indispensable to one's
growth. Having colleagues learn together and show support for one another's processes
inspires confidence and a commitment to improvement.
Michael Fullan writes about how "collaborative cultures acknowledge and give
voice to a teacher's pwpose" (Fullan and Hargreaves, 1996, p. 49). Talking about a
teacher's purpose is a profound idea in professional development. \'\Then we get stuck in
covering the curriculum, perhaps we are afraid to acknowledge that we have become
disengaged from our own learning and sense of purpose. H owever , our practice can
embrace the ideals of our work when we are expected to authentically reflect on our
purpose and ask, "Why am I teaching this? Why is this idea important fo r my students to
understand?"
And to whom shall we direct these reflective questions if we're working alone? It is
not an overstatement that collaboration has the power to increase a teacher's sense of
14

efficacy. In isolated settings, we are not in strong positions to experiment. T eachers get
momentum from experimenting and taking risks-trying out stuff, seeing what works. But
an idea tried in isolation lacks staying power. We have no one to talk to about our ideas,
no one to give us feedback on an idea's strengths and weaknesses, and so an idea (even a
great one) tried in isolation only has the benefit of one perspective.
Fullan writes about how the impossibly high standards we set for ourselves
reinforce our isolation. Collaboration becomes either too time-consuming or too scary.

(y\Te can't begin to meet our own expectations so how can we meet others'?) H e makes a
common analogy to medicine-"In teaching, patients are never stitched up, bodies never
buried, cases never closed" (Fullan and H argreaves, 1996, p. 42). I was thinking that this
very open-endedness actually lessens the pressure. Our work is not life or death . Even
misguided or weak lessons do not do irreparable damage because there's always
tomorrow.
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V. Six days in the Life of a Math Collaboration
After the dates were set and the volunteers were chosen, I sent an email to the
teachers a month after school began:

Dear Math Initiative Cohort,
I hope this note finds you well and eryoyingyour best and brightest. I love being in school
when the weather changes. 77ze leaves are beginning to tum and the windows in my classroom
(now Gene,s room) provule a great view ef the season.
By now you should all haveyour own copy efMaking Sense. It would be helpful ifyou
read the Foreword (10 pages) and thefirst chapte1~ «Introducing the Cri.tical Features ef
Classrooms)) (15 pages) before we meet on the 2 Jst_ I simp[y wantyou to note anything
meaningful to you in these two sections and perhapsjot down any questions the readings elicit. It,s
very important that we ground all efour work together in your practic~your everyday concerns
and issues thatyou encounter. Keep that in mind asyou read this book.
77ze on[y other thingyou,ll need is ajournal or notebook in which you can keep reflections
ifyour processes.
Fm tru.[y lookingfa1ward to working withyou. ifyou have any questions or
concerns--oryoujust want to contact m~don,t hesitate. Also, ifyou have a different email
addressyou,d prefer me to use, let me know. Fm very good at keeping up with email, so Fll get
back to you quick[y.
See you in afiw weeks.
Regards,
Robin
We began each session with focused yet flexible agendas. There was no way I
could determine how long a particular problem would take, how long sharing would take,
or when a teachable moment would take us in a purposeful direction. For example, one
of the explorations, the Tangram Puzzle (Burns, 2000, p. 83), needed two sessions. Most
of the participants did not cut out the shapes correctly the first time. This lead to an indepth conversation about following directions, rewriting directions so any easily
misinterpreted or misunderstood direction is addressed, and how students who struggle
with language need support in reading directions. Even the illustrations that were
included with the directions did not clarify the directions for the teachers. We spent the
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entire time around these issues and didn't even start the problem. And the teachers all
wanted to actually do the problem , so we needed to plan this for another session.
Sometimes our initial activity-for example, Square Partitioning (Burns, 2000, p.
89) - took longer than planned. I had no intention of finishing this problem during the
allotted time. I just wanted the teachers to get started on it and then put it in their
"Problems I'm Still Working On" folder, but everyone was completely engaged in his/her
process. Vve did stop and move on before anyone had finished (so my intention of having
more than one sitting fo r a math problem was accomplished) but I allowed a lot more
time than I had originally planned.
Decisions constantly needed to be made about continuing a process or discussion
already in progress or stopping and beginning what was scheduled next. A few of the
teachers were eager to know and understand how I made these decisions. Often I would
simply ask the participants what they thought would be the best thing to do . And always,
the end of each session brought a sense of accomplishment. Effective classroom teachers
have confidence in their plans to allow this flexibility without fear of losing the focus.
Even the most well planned professional development needs this same flexibility.

Initial Activities
Our sessions always began with an initial activity and a conversation. This was a
way of immediately focusing the sessions away from me. (Even our first session, before we
fo rmally introduced ourselves, started with an initial activity and conversation.) It
immediately gave teachers the impression that this work would be about their practice and

their understanding. With this initial activity, people could come in, exchange greetings,
get settled , and be engaged with math righ t away. This is a common practice that
17

teachers use to start their classes- something for the students to engage in the moment
they step foot in the door to put them in an active frame of mind. The teachers responded
well to these activities and often used them in their own classes the next day. And from
my perspective, it made our first moments of the day together all about them a nd their
math processes.

Opening Remarks
After the initial activity, we would have opening remarks. In our first session, there
were introductions, visions shared, and the background on how this initiative came to be .
Subsequent opening remarks included highlights from classrooms, a quote from a
mathematician Oohnson, 1994), a cartoon or clipping that I found to share with them,
answers to questions posed from previous sessions, and passing around photographs that I
had taken in previous sessions. At the end of the initiative , I made photo collages of the
sessions for teachers to hang in their classrooms so students could see what their teacher's
learning looked like. Even this simple gesture had an impact. Mrs. 0 wrote, "The collage
of pictures is my favorite thing in my classroom now. To receive a gift that chronicles my
personal growth- I felt honored. One particular sequence of events in the collage was my
work on "A Mathematical Tug of War" (Burns, 2000, p. 11 0). The first photograph
clearly shows my d istress, my utter confusion, after reading the problem and beginning to
work on it. The final photo shows how thrilled I am at having actually figured out the
answer! You could see the light bulb above my head! It was pre tty amazing .. .! can still
remembe r the feeling I had as I deliberately and slowly made my own meaning and
solved the problem! I loved sharing my own struggle with a math problem with my
students."
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Principles and Standards far School Mathematics
After opening remarks, we would move into a whole group discussion of one of
the process standards and a principle from Pri,nciples and Standards far School Mathematics, l
would begin by asking what part of a process standard or principle resonated with
someone, and the conversation usually took off from there.
After my own initial reading of Ptinciples and Standards far School Mathematics, l
understood what was missing from conversations I had had around standards. Process
standards were unheard of. Many administrators and colleagues thought that problem
solving covered everything we needed to worry about in the process of mathematics. The
participants had never really thought about why communication, for example, needed its
own standard. We had a fascinating conversation about the difference between the
problem solving standard and the reasoning and proof standard, and how reasoning and
proof could be nurtured through the communication standard. All agreed that the indepth reading of the process standards gave us a deeper understanding of how to apply
the process standards to the content standards. And I hadn't known any teachers
(including myselfj who had struggled to understand the principles behind having
standards.
I believe that focusing on the principles and content standards is essential to a
teacher's practice, which is why they have a prominent place in this professional
development. Most standards in public schools are content-driven. But content standards
without process reminds me of the history teachers who think that filling up students'
minds with as ma ny facts as possible means history is being taught and learned.
Despite the teachers' first impressions that the principles were too theoretical and
not connected to their practice, we were able to discuss each principle in the context of
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each participant's classroom. When we discussed the equity principle, we ·were forced to
confront hovv committed each of us actually is, in practice, to equity. H ow much
energy would we expend on the student who barely meets expectations? Did ,,ve
understand that lowering expectations negates the equity principle? Did we understand
that accommodation does not mean lower standards?
When we discussed the Curriculum Principle, we had to confront the issues of our
own lack of coherence and integration in our math practice. W ere we or were we not
going to do what we had to do in our own classrooms to make sense of a curriculum that
is burdened by coverage? Or were we going to wait for the district to address curriculum
issues?
When we discussed the Teaching Principle, we pointedly asked ourselves if we
had ever felt like saying, "Well, I taught it. Why didn't you learn it?" W e talked about
accepting responsibility for "creating an intellectual environment where serious
mathematical thinking is the norm" (NCTM, 2000, p. 18). W e talked about the level of
our commitment to developing understanding for our students by going beyond our own
technical expertise.

In a discussion about the Learning Principle, we admitted that many of our
students learn mathematics without understanding and we reflected on what we needed
to do to change that. Mrs. P shares her own connection in the following story:

I had never realfy believed in the power efestimation. I just thought it was a rule my
students had to /,earn: round up ifit's.five or more; round down ifit's under.five. I never realfy
stopped to think about why. .lfyou plot a number on a number line, one can see that the number is
physicalfy closer to one side or the other. And efcourse I knew that estimating helpsyou predict a
wgical answer quickly and efficientfy, without paper and pencil. There are many times in the real
world that requires us to use estimation. But efter I read the Leaming Principle, which says that
one must learn math with true understanding, bui/,ding on prior knowledge and experience, I
thought something might be missing/ram my lessons on estimating. For thefirst time, I've actualfy
focused on the reasons why we estimate and not just how to do it.
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I asked my students ifthey knew how to estimate. Hands flew up and I got the ntle.
Then I asked my students if they knew why we estimate. Bwnk stares. A faw cleared their throa/J~
but no one spoke. Finalf:)l, a hand haltingf:)l went up. <Because we have to know how lo do it?'
I gave them a real-world example: <Suppose you were al the supe1market with 2 0
dol/,ars. No pencil or calcuwtor withyou, andyou want to make sure you have enough to pay far
whatyou are buying. vVhat wouldyou do? How would estimating helpyou in this situation?'
More silence. But I was realf:)l patient. I waited. And then, it happened.
<rou would overestimate,, efftred Max, <because ifyou saw something that was $1. 60,
you would estimate to $2.00 just in case, and that way you would have enough monty to pay far
your steff.'
<Oh, I see, said Deryn. That makes sense. I do that when I buy stiiffat lunch
sometimes.'
We continued our discussion and most efmy students agreed that they had been in that
situation before. It was awesome to see how much efa difference it makes when you give them the
time to make their own connections and then let them talk about it.
<Jt is so important in our daif:)l lives. ' said E1ica. <We need it all the time. '
<Jt helps us know about how much we have, without having to know exactf:)l,' added
Marc.
<
Jt's still close to the real amount, without having to do all the math,' concluded Alex.
We spent the rest ef the time thinking efsituations where we would need to overestimate,
or maybe even underestimate, and we wrote about our expe1iences in our math journals.
v\Then we discussed the Assessment Principle, we learned that assessment in not an
encl it itself, or an interruption, or the final phase in a process. We talked about the
potential for assessment in everything we do. W e talked about how to create assessments
that reflect conceptual understanding, communication , and reasoning.
And finally, when we discussed the Technology Principle, we worked on
understanding that using technology allows students to "focus on decision making,
reflection, reasoning, and problem solving" (NCTM, 2000, p. 24). Similar to the ways
computers have taken the burden out of the writing process for students, allowing them to
draft and revise and edit with ease, calculators create ease in the process of mathematics.
Using the computer to write an essay doesn't mean that our students no longer need to
know the rules of grammar and usage. And using calculators doesn't mean that students
don't have to know their multiplication facts.
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Curriculum-based Problems
After our principles and standards discussion, a series of curriculum-based
problems would usually follow. These were problems and activities for teachers to use in
their classrooms, usually connected to concepts that teachers already understood. The
curriculum-based problems were opportunities for teachers to explore how their students
might come to understand concepts more deeply, and to engage the teachers in using
manipulatives, being collaborative, exploring patterns, and explaining their thinking- all
around problems that wouldn't necessarily intimidate them. (See the agendas at the end
of this section for specific examples.) And always, we focused on identifying the math in
each experience.
During these curriculum-based activities, we often talked about what students
needed in order to compute fluently. These curriculum-based problems and activities
gave teachers the opportunity to explore the difference between asking students to
memorize procedures and actually giving them the opportunity to construct their own
understanding by building a physical representation of the problem or collaborating with
someone to deepen understanding. Pattern activities were a major focus of many of the
curriculum-based activities and the participants began to internalize why understanding
patterns is fundamental to understanding mathematics. Time after time teachers shared
moments of clarity about their students' gaps in understanding. Most began to realize that
the gaps were often clue to the way we went about teaching mathematics- covering
curriculum and giving quizzes that test technical expertise. One teacher said, " I am
always so frustrated .. .I didn't understand why my fifth graders struggled so much with
decimals. If they don't have a solid understanding of place value, it's unfair to expect
them to comprehend decimals. And then I expect them to do the four operations with
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them? I need to slow down and make sure that everything I ask them to do shows me that
they understand why, not just how."
Another important contribution of the curriculum-based problems was giving
teachers the opportunity to make connections among various skills and concepts. Time is
always an issue; teachers always feel pressure to get through material, no matter how
exemplary one's practice is. One fifth grade teacher commen ted, "I'm not sure why I
separate teaching fractions and decimals- or geometry from everything. I probably could
teach everything I'm required to teach with deeper understanding ifl just thought about
where natural connections are. A third grade teacher said, "I'm going to stop separating
teaching money from teaching decimals."

Shaiing Resources
Righ t after lunch, we would spend time sharing resources. This was the
opportunity for teachers, as they returned from the lunch break, to look through
resources that I brought with me. Always on hand were the most recent NCTM math

magazines- Teaching Children Mathematics and Mathematics Teaching in the lvfiddle School. For
each session, there was always a blue index card that I put in their folders . T his was used
to request information on resources that came up during the session, information on
j oining NCTM, and any questions that we didn't address during a session. T hese request
cards, as I called them, were the jumping-off point for my correspondence with the group
in-between sessions. In addition to a general letter, the principle and standard we were
going to discuss a t our next session, (By the third session, I was sending the principle and
standard ahead of time, which gave them time to read the pieces before the next session,
which deepened our conversations.) and a compelling article or clipping I may have come
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across since our last session, each mailing would have the contents of the previous
session's request card. I started these mailings right after the third session because I
thought it was a good idea to fulfill the teachers' requests for resources before the next
session.

Major Explorations
The exploration problems either began immediately after sharing resources or
right before we'd break for lunch. The focus of these problems was to deepen the math
content knowledge of the pa rticipants by giving them the opportunity to engage in their
own math processes and share these processes with the group. Some of the teachers
actually used these problems with their students and eagerly shared their surprise and
deligh t at the studen ts' willingness to make sense of problems with which the teachers had
struggled. I asked why they though t this was so- and of course it was clear that their
growing sense of efficacy and their understanding that the process is as important as the
answer contributed to their studen ts willingness to give something a try.
vVe talked about why no one expects a student to write an essay or read a book in
one sitting. Why do we expect our students to finish a math problem in one sitting? Some
of the participants had a "Problems I'm Still Working On" folder fo r themselves and their
students. One fourth grade teacher explained, "It's like a writer's notebook- only for
math. The kids love it. And there's less pressure to rush through a problem because we
know we can work on it for homework or return to it the next day, just like they do in
reading."
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Shming and Collaboration
An indispensable part of the exploration problems was the sharing that came
afterward. Usually the teachers would chart the group's process and a representative from
the group would stand up and present the group's process. This was always a highlight fo r
me because this was where I could clearly see if the readings and conversations were
actually becoming a part of their own learning. T hey would question each other, ask for
clarification, argue a nd reason and laugh and be genuinely pleased when they could own
their processes and enlighten the group. They would be delighted when they understood
someone else's process, especially if it had been completely different from their own. The
explorations and the sha ring that followed were wonderful experiences. Mrs. P shares a
particu larly poignant experience:

It's fanny how I never realized how much I re!Ji on algorithms whenever I do a math
probkm. Each time Robin presents us with a new exploration, almost instinctive!Ji, I lookfor
some algebraicJormul,a that will solve the problem
vV/zen we were asked to work on the problem 'A Mathematical Tug ef War', which
involved pitting some grannies, acrobats, and a dog named Ivan against one another in a tug ef
wm~ I started to attempt to find an answer using an algebraicfinmuw, assigning variables and
cranking outfractions left and right. My partner took a complete!Ji different approach. He started
using logical reasoning to solve the problem. The grannies, acrobats, and Ivan have different levels
efstrength (a granny is worth two acrobats,Jor example). So as I sat pondering the ji·actions and
variab/,es that I could use to figure out who would win this battle efstrength, nry partner wrote a
seiies ef logical statements that would prove who would win.
And who wins in the battle between the alg01ithm and the reasoning behind it? I now
believe that I was the loser. I was ab/,e to c/,ear!Ji expwin my answer to my group, and most
nodded and seemed moderate!Ji impressed with my algebraic skills. But when my partner spoke,
what he said made much more sense to the group. He expwined WHY H e had logical proefand
was corifi.dent about how to expwin it.
This particular situation had such an impact on me as a /,earner as well as a teacher. It
reciffi1medfar me the value efcoll,aboration in mathematical problem solving. My students began
to find themselves in pairs and small groups, discussing their different strategies and gaining new
perspectives. I would not have understood how important this is without expe1iencing it.firsthand
in our math initiative. Moreove1~ I realized that I was someone who relied heavi!Ji on an
algorithm when faced with any math prob/,em. It helped me see that I need to be ab/,e to expand
my abiliry to understand WHY it is the way it is, not just be ab/,e to find the answer. I need to be
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ab/,e to understand the reasoning behind the algorithm as well, in order to prove that I l1u{y
understand. What an impact on my own math understanding this one prob/,em had!
In addition to realizing how important it is to jul{y understand 1'J?Y reasoning behind my
strategy, I saw the importance qfbeing ab/,e to c/,ear{y communicate my thinking process to others.
Through sharing with 1'J?Y col/,eagues each time we meet as well as sharing with my students in
class, I continued to see its significance. These are necessary ingredients to build true mathematical
understanding.

Another indispensable criterion of all the math work was our rules for collaboration.
We always referred to the "Rules for Collaborative Work" (Burns, 2000, p. 31) during our
sessions:

• You are responsible for your own work and behavior.
• You must try to answer any question a group member asks .

•

You may only ask a teacher for help when you all have the same question .

• Every member of the group must be ready to present the group's strategies to the
class.
Each teacher was given a poster of these rules for her classroom and the rules were a part
of every session.
The rules for collaboration were especially helpful when we used activities from

Get It Togethe,~a wonderful collection of activities that promotes collaboration. There are
six clues written on separate cards. Two of the clues are last-resort cards if the group gets
stuck. So each person in a group of four is given one clue and is responsible for that clue.
You can't give your clue away-you own it- and you must support everyone else in the
group in understanding your clue. And in order to solve the problem , you need all four
clues.
One fourth grade teacher eagerly anticipated a collaborative cards activity in each
session. As soon as she came in, she would check the agenda to see if that particular
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activity was planned for the session. She said, "My kids just love these- they're so excited
to work together. The math in these cards isn't always easy, but they really love the idea
of needing others to solve a problem. These cards make it so easy to establish that culture
in our classrooms that we're always talking about. I love them, too-I don't really like
working alone."

Making Sense by James Hiebert
After the exploration problems, we usually had a conversation about the chapter
they read in Making Sense, although sometimes this would happen during our conversation
in the morning around the principles and standards. There was a handout in their folders
that synthesized my notes on the chapter, which I thought would help begin the
discussion. More often than not, the conversation started naturally enough, without my
notes. Unfortunately, sometimes the book discussion was truncated if we were short on
time. But the major ideas were always referenced in our conversations.
To begin with, the teachers readily accepted that the fundamental goal of
mathematics instruction is to create understanding. And with tha t simple
acknowledgement came awareness. Do we really make a distinction between our students
being able to successfully complete a procedure and their truly understanding the purpose
of a particular math concept? Do we really think about how we know when our students
understand? And do we expect our students to communicate what they understand?
Our conversation around the nature of classroom tasks encouraged honest
evaluation of the things we make our students do during class. "Students learn from the
kind of work they do during class, and the tasks they are asked to complete determines the
kind of work they do . .. Students also form their perceptions of what a subject is all about
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from the kinds of tasks they do" (Hiebert, 1997, p. 17). We discussed the times we were
willing to create tasks that required communication and reflection and times that the tasks
we created simply taught the algorithm. After reading this chapter, one third grade
teacher commented, "I think I'm beginning to understand why, instead of first teaching
skills and then creating opportunities to apply the skills, it might be better to begin with a
rich problem and give my students a chance to develop methods for solving the problems.
And then I'd know what they know and what they've learned- and how they apply it."
Another important conversation we had around the nature of tasks was the issues
about time. A few participants said that while doing explorations is the way to run a math
class, the pressure of standardized tests makes it hard to teach for understanding. The
group believed that reflection and communication deepened understanding and they
were already convinced that creating understanding led to a higher retention of
knowledge. But the limited time was still a real obstacle. Slowly, we began to talk about
the inefficiency of our all-too-common approach of separating conceptual understanding
from skills and procedures. If we could develop our practice to build procedures on
understanding, we would become more efficient in our approach because students
wouldn't wind up memorizing and practicing procedures that they did not understand
and then could not apply- even on a standardized test.
Another important idea from Making Sense, the role of the classroom teacher,
generated a lot of discussion. In the interest offull disclosure, this was my favorite chapter
in the book and I may have influenced the group. I asked my colleagues if their roles in
the classroom supported reflection , nurtured communication, and inspired collaboration.
"The most important role a teacher can have is creating a classroom in which "all
students can reflect on mathematics and communicate their thoughts and actions ... Clear
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explanations and demonstrations from the teacher become less important than
explanations and demonstrations by students" (Hiebert, 1997, p. 29). Most agreed that
while their students do communicate and reflect on what they do together, they all
admitted that they are looked to as the authority. I told them that this was true in my
classroom as well. And I asked, "Even during our sessions- how many of you look to me
as the authority on the right answers?" I said that I had never realized how much this
marginalizes the authority of our students and the discipline of the mathematics. The
dilemma is eloquently stated: How do we develop "a practice that respects the integrity of
both mathematics as a discipline and of children as mathematical thinkers" (Hiebert,
1997, p. 30)? How can we assist our students in learning without them abandoning their
own ability to make sense of their process?
A fifth grade teacher commented, "By fifth grade, most of our students have
learned to 'please the teacher' and get really frustrated when I insist on seeing hovv they
would figure something out. But I'm beginning to appreciate the time it takes to create an
environment that inspires confidence and risk taking and focuses as much on the process
as it does the right answer." And Mrs. 0 writes, "In a typical day, I am asked countless
times, 'Is this right? Am I right? Did I get the right answer?' I never realized that it wasn't
teaching when I responded with a nurturing, 'Yes! Great job!' or 'No. Try again.' I
thought I was doing what I was supposed to do. Now I realize that if my students truly
understand what they're doing and have confidence that they understand what they're
doing, they wouldn't constantb need me to confirm the correctness of their math. And now
I understand why, when I've asked Robin if I'm right, she responds, 'Explain how you
solved the problem.' "
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Action Research
At the end of the day we usually addressed action research issues, although in the
fi rst session, we spent a lot of time discussing the idea and what it would loo k like. We
brainstormed topics and during the second session, we crafted the questions. After the
second session, until the fifth session, time spent on action research was mostly focused on
sharing student work or obstacles they encountered. Three teachers worked with partners
and we had a total of eight action research proj ects. Mrs. P's (# 1), who worked with a
partner, and Mrs. O's (#5) questions are in bold:
1. What will the influence of math portfolios be on students' perceptions
of their processes?
2. In what ways will writing reflections about math processes affect my students'
confidence to solve problems?
3. How will j ournaling and sharing help others to refin e and reflect o n their own
mathematical thinking?
4. H ow will explaining thinking in math through j ournal writing promote deeper
understanding?
5. How will engaging in my own math explorations influence my math
practice and my students' learning?
6. How will engaging in real-life math experiences in geometry influence my math
practice and student learning?
7. How will exploring with manipulatives facilitate my students' math
understanding?
8. H ow will writing math explanations in math journals improve our students' ability
to solve open-ended problems?

The action research piece was an informal, no-pressure experience for the
teachers. There was so much to accomplish in our sessions and when I first designed the
math initiative, I thought about the possibility of overwhelming the participants. So from
the very beginning, the action research was designed only to give teachers a taste of what
it means to look at a specific aspect of their own practice and use it as data for decisions
about their teaching. I do think that most of the participants walked away with a more
accurate sense of what action research actually is. It is not a disconnected requirement of
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the academy. Action research is a hands-on , authentic focus on an issue in their practice
that they deem worthy. Most were quite inspired by the idea of their own practice as
legitimate research.
One fourth grade teacher said, "I never really thought of my own work as
research. But now I see how action research gives me a way to look at my practice
without burdening me with requirements that aren't connected to my work. I decide
what's important to look at in my practice, I decide how I ""ant to look at my practice,
and I decide what data to collect. And I write about what I see. I just wish it weren't
called action research. I had a different perception of what that is."
T he last two sessions included short presentations on the impact of the action
research. There were three teachers in the group who presented their action research to
their principals as part of their evaluation for the year. For the others, it was a smaller,
less formal attempt to consider action research as a framewo rk for future professional
development. vVe had a final, informal meeting in May after school, the goal of which
was to share the conclusions of their action research proj ects.
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A Day in the Life of a Math Collaboration
Session One
8:45 AM

Initial Exploration and Conversation
(Up and Under Pattern Activity)

9:15 AM

Opening Remarks
(Introductions; how I came to study mathematics; the relationship to writing and reading
processes; the science ofpa//erns and the study ofrelationships; sta/ements about math discussion,
Piaget quote; cartoon; Pythagoras quote and biography.)

Principles and Standards for School Mathematics
• Understanding the Process Standards
• The Process Standards: Problem Solving
• Equity Principle
A Journal Entry from Math for Teachers
Problems I'm Still Working On Folder
(Valuing the process as much as the product)

Seed Ideas for Action Research
(What action research is and brainstorming specific ideas about your own teaching
that are importanl to you, personally)

10:15 AM

Break

10:30 AM

Pattern Activities (Patterns by Two's, Three's, Four's ... ; Building Hexagons; Windows
in a Wall; Exploring Number Patterns; Don't Be Last)

11:30 AM

Rules for Collaborative Work during Major Explorations
(The Chicken Problem)

Noon

1:00 PM

Lunch
Sharing Resources
(NCTM magazines; resources ji-om Math/or Teachers; Hal's "Concept Teaching Game ")

1:15 PM

Major Exploration (A Mathematical Tug a/War)
Sharing Your Process

2:15 PM

Making Sense discussion
(The Forward and Chapter One: "Introducing the Critical Features a/Classrooms ")

2:45 PM

Introduction to Action Research
(Handout: Setting Up an Action Research Project)

3:30 PM

Wrapping Up (Request cards; emailing; keeping in touch between sessions)
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A Day in the Life of a Math Collaboration
Session Two

8:45 AM

Initial Exploration and Conversation
(Square Partiiioning)

9:15 AM

Opening Remarks
(Request cards; cartoon, photos from last session; Albert Einstein quote and biography)

Principles and Standards for School Mathematics
• The Process Standards: Reasoning and Proof
• The Assessment Principle
Action Research seed ideas revisited
10:15 AM

Break

10:30 AM

Geometry Activities

11:30 AM

Major Exploration in Geometry

11:45 AM

Lunch

1:00 PM

(Polygons on the Geoboard; 4 Square Units Proof Nine Shapes on
the Geoboard; Shape Construction on the Geoboard)
(Ihe Tangram Puzzle)

Sharing Resources
(NCTM magazines; "Asking Questions" handout; "Tasks and Open-Ended Questions";
"How to Grow Problem Solvers ")

1:15 PM

Major Exploration, continued ...

2:00 PM

Break and Clean Up

2:15 PM

Collaboration Cards and Discussion
(Get It Together Collaborative Activities- Pattern Blocks: Oh, Hexagon; Tessellate!:
Teny 's Triangle)

Revisiting Rules for Collaborative Work
3:00 PM

Making Sense discussion
(Chapter Two: "The Nature of Classroom Tasks")

3:30 PM

Action Research Work
(Final questions; listing explicit methodology)

Request Cards
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A Day in the Life of Math Collaboration
Session Three

8:45 AM

Initial Exploration and Conversation
(Building square and cubic numbers; "How many different squares can you make?"
"How many different cubes can you build? ")

9:30 AM

Opening Remarks (cartoon; What helps students succeed with numbers?;
Gauss quote and biography)
Principles and Standards for School Mathematics
• The Process Standards: Communication
• The Teaching Principle

10:15 AM

Break

10:30 AM

Activities in Pattern and Operations (Multiplication strategies; Arrow
Game- J00s Chart; Skip Counting Activity--J00s Chart; 0-99 Patterns and Conversation;
Get It Together Collaborative Activities- I 00 Chart Hunts: Paul's Number; Keisha 's Number;
Tim's Number; Meg's Number)

11:45 AM

Lunch

1:00 PM

Sharing Resources (NCTM magazines; "Are Rules interfering with Children's
Mathematical Understanding?")

1:15 PM

Collaboration Cards Explorations (Get It Together Collaborative Activities-Find
the Number: Julian's Number; Natalie's Number; Andrea 's Number; Alexander's Num ber; Alma's
Numbe,)
Sharing Your Process

2:00 PM

Break

2:15 PM

Making Sense Discussion
(Chapter Three: "The Role of the Teacher " and additional comments from "The Nature of Tasks')

3:00 PM

Action Research Issues
(Sharing student work and highlights from classrooms)

3:30 PM

Request Cards
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A Day in the Life of a Math Collaboration
Session Four

8:45 AM

Initial Exploration and Conversation
(Area ofa Figure: Problem from a Lesson Study workshop)

9: 15 AM

Opening Remarks (cartoon, Lobachevsky quote and biography; photos from previous
session; What do students need to compute fluently?)
Principles and Standards for School Mathematics
• The Process Standards: Connections
• The Curriculum Principle

10:15 AM

Break

10:30 AM

Geometry Activities (How are length, width, height, andvolumerelated?;
Get It Together Collaborative Activities- Build It!: Build It Between; Build It #1;
Build It #2; Build It #3; The Garden Problem)

11:45 AM

Lunch

1:00 PM

Making Sense discussion
(Chapter Four: "The Social Culture ofthe Classroom" and additional comments from
"The Role ofthe Teacher'')

1:45 PM

Major Exploration in Geometry (The Tangram Puzzle)

2:30 PM

Break

2:45 PM

Share Major Exploration Process

3:15 PM

Action Research Conversation
(Sharing student work and highlights from classrooms)

Sharing Resources
(NCTM magazines; "Developing Computational Fluency with Whole Numbers in the Elementa,y
Grades'')

Request Cards
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A Day in the Life of a Math Collaboration
Session Five

8:45 AM

Initial Exploration and Conversation
(Get It Together Collaborative Activities- Number Pallerns: What's the Pattern; Pallem-o-Piles)

9: 30 AM

Opening Remarks (Discussion oflength and width: Linda's response to previous
discussion from the Garden Problem; cartoon; Archimedes quote and biography)
Principles and Standards for School Mathematics
• The Process Standards: Representation
• The Learning Principle

10:00 AM

Fraction and Patterns Activities (Cuisenaire Rods.· notes for lessons with students;
introduction to fractions activities; multiplication offraction activities; "Fraction Pairs")

10:30 AM

Break

10:45 AM

Fraction and Patterns Activities (continuation ofji·action activities, Rod Riddles)

11:45 AM

Lunch

1:00 PM

Sharing Resources (NCTM magazines; "Families Ask: Rules or Understanding? ")

1:15 PM

Making Sense discussion
(Chapter Five: "Mathematical Tools as Leaming Supports '')

1:45 PM

Break

2:00 PM

Major Exploration (The Handshake Problem)
Sharing Your Process

3:15 PM

Action Research Conversation
(Report findings; sharing student work)

Request Cards
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A Day in the Life of a Math Collaboration
Session Six

8:45 AM

Initial Exploration and Conversation

9:15 AM

Opening Remarks (Math Book List; cartoon, photo collages;
de Laplace quote and biography; evaluation reflections)

(36 Students problem solving)

Principles and Standards for School Mathematics
• The Technology Principle
9:45 AM

Action Research Conversations
(Report findings; sharing student work)

10:30 AM

Break

10:30 AM

Prob a bi Ii ty Activities (Roll the Probability game; Get It Together Collaborative
Activities- Which Spinner: A-H Spinners!; Spinners JR; Which Spinner #/; Which Spinner #2)

11:45 AM

Lunch

1:00 PM

s haring Resources

1:15 PM

Making Sense discussion

(NCTM magazines; process standards rubric)

(Chapter Six: "Equity and Accessibility'')

1:45 PM

Break

2:00 PM

Major Exploration (Get It Together Collaborative Activities-Draw the Spinner:
Draw the Spinner I; Draw the Spinner 2; Draw the Spinner 3; Draw the Spinner 4;
Draw the Spinner 5)
Sharing Your Process

3:00 PM

Action Research Conversations
(Report findings; sharing student work)

Keeping in Touch: Next Steps
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VI. Beginning Questions: Getting to Know the Participants

This research focused on two of the 11 participants, Mrs. 0 and Mrs. P. Before
our sessions began, I sent each of the participants "A Brief Biography" with a request
that it be returned in an enclosed, self-addressed, stamped envelope before ou r first
session in October. I felt it was important for me to get a sense of how they viewed their
math selves (Melnick, 2005).
I chose these two participants as the focus of my study because of how different
their experiences have been in mathematics. Mrs. P, a fifth grade teacher, studied math in
college and has a great deal of confidence in her math knowledge. M rs . 0, a fourth grade
teacher, had passed the requirements of college math, but never really liked it, nor did she
think she was particularly good at it. Both of these teachers volunteered to be in this
professional development initiative, explicitly stating their interest in learning to teach
math better and for Mrs. 0, to get over her fear of it.
By responding to these questions, we began to create the community necessary to
nurture and support the growth of the participants.

A Brief Biography
Name
Mrs.
0cc-------------=c=-=-.

Please reflect on the following questions and write a short paragraph for
each:

I. H ow do you feel about mathematics? Do you consider yourself a mathematical
problem solver?

I consider myself "average" when it comes to mathematics. I am
a fair technician when given a lengthy amount of time. Time is
definitely the key for me. I can usually solve any problem given
the right amount of time. Without time, problem solving ca n be a
challenge for me.
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2. Do you remember some early experiences in math? What is your math
background?

In Catholic school, at least the one I went to, rote memorization
was the main focus. I don't remember my thought processes in
math ey_er having a value in a classroom until now. I memorized
the technical aspects of mathematics and any variatio ns frustrated
me to no end. I stuck with average math classes, and even feared
geometry and other math courses. It wasn't unti l I began teaching
math that I began to value mathematics. I developed an
understanding and even bigger--an appreciation for math.

3. How many years have you been teaching? Why did you decide to become a
teacher?

I began teaching 3 years ago and decided that my fate was
teaching when I was only 5-years-old. My poor brother served
as my student before he could speak. He is 24 now and just
beginning to recover from his experiences with me.

4. \Nhat are your expectations for this course?

I expect to enhance my understanding of mathematics in the
areas of:
personal understanding (to learn as much as possible!! )
pedagogy
3. practice
4. application in classroom
1.
2.

A Brief Biography
Name
Mrs. P

'-'-"--'-" -'-"---------- - -

Please reflect on the following questions and write a short paragraph for
each:
1. How do you feel about mathematics? Do you consider yourself a mathematical
problem solver?
I {eelt ~ ahout' 111::Y ~ Cl1-' ev w w . ; t l , , . , t ~ I cio- not'
hcwe, Ct1-' m.u.ch, ~ howe,ver, l-¥v 111::Y lM'l.deY.!t-~ of 111::Y
pvoce-.\,.y. A¥ fr;,.¥ Ct1-' ~t,CCU.; pvohl..e,m, 0lv~ ~ I thwJ:,
that' I .lt-'ili ve½, hevWCl.'.)I on, et¼for~ CL¥l.d- not' Ct1-' l1'W-CT\I on,
~ v ~Clftern.at'we, ftvet-t'~ It w .lt-'ili ~ for
m.e,to- .!t-e:p ba,c.k, CL¥l.d-thw-J:, ahout' 111::Y ~ whevv u: ~ t o -
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math,. 1"ru4r ~ y wthe-vv ref/.ect'ed, l,n, ~ ' t ~ of ww..iv--I
need, 'to- .s:Low dow Vv cwul, refl.ect' o-vv c.hCl.d,ve,w.I' p r ~ VIO't on½'

o-vv th&,y produc.;t,,,.

2. Do you remember some early experiences in math? Wha t is your math
background?
Y ~ ~'told, I had,, ev "very huJh, 1'11.vLth, IQ." I etM,o- re-me+no-ev
VIO't hcwC-vu,r much, of vLW C,n.t-er~ l,n, madv. I cUd-n:-C- ~,!t'Cl¥\d, wh:>,i I
had, 'to- r ~ ~ rule:Y or wh:>,i they eve-¥\.! ~ed.,,. I C,f"!Mtehed,

I

~ . I ' w ~ Cl4'l'.Y ~e,m,e,y\,L Cl¥ld, W% ea+-ly on;, very bored, by

Mo.:th, Wet.}' VUM1'LOeY-0f"~ 'to- me-: rhe,,,-e, Wet.}' on½' o-n.e, y ~
~ e r . I cUd-n:'t Ulce, t h e , ~ ''hlaclv cwul, whtteJ' Y\.Cl.tuve, of it: I't w
on½' very r ~ that" I d4co-vered,thctt' 1'11.vLth, wCv ~ t h c , . : t
mad,;.

c.ould,, hcwe, YJ.Uili;-'tple,, C,n.t-evpret:-cd:WY\,Jr; I ,lt'IM"ted, 'to- mcu<:,e, co-111.,111.ect"io-rw
between,~ cwn, Cl¥ld, WLCttn, Cl¥ld, c.ould,, .i,ee, that" they Cl,l"e, equally
e-,l,CU~

3. How many years have you been teaching? Why did you decide to become a
teacher?
I hcwe, Oeet'\IL~ for 3 yea+-.\'. I vuttaUy, I WCl,V\,Lea.,'to- beco-wt.e, ev
'te,c,.,che,r ~ I WCl,V\,Lea.,'to- be,th4, per~ who- c.ould,, ~ e , ~
''Tvt.ww~ Cl¥ld, Cf"eat"wuy'' wet:h, othev.1-'. I CtM,o- Loved, wor~ wet:h,
c:hCld¥-evv. Now I Love, what' I do- VIO't ~ I {eei that" I et,m,, ev
~r(h.«;tor of k,now~ Cl¥ld, ~ c:.hCuive-¥\.1 CU"e, pcv.r:,,we,, fort;u,ru;tte,
r e d p ~ of~ w ~ ( P ~ V\O'te, ~~) I Love, what' I do~ ~ c:hCld¥-e-¥\.I Cl,l"e,the, &vu¼' who- Cl,l"e, w(4e, cuui, -teac;J,v m,e,thc,.:t
Tvt.ww~ co-n,.rn,ucted, by both, of ! M ' - ~ t h c t t ' cfyVUMnlo
cuui, VIO't .!t'cd:1.,◊, cuui, ~ be, q~I.-OYl.ed, 'toyed, wet:h, cwui, K,Yut'~ I
{eeithe, ~ I ' t ~ the, more, I wai{eei Uke, Cv ~ o f ~
~ . I ' . 1"ru4r VIOW w what' cwwe.1,-- m,e,'to-'teadv.

w

w

4. What are your expectations for this course?
I hope,'to- $tVOW ~ ~ fellow ~ Ct.}' ev 'te,c,.,che,r of
m.ca:'h,-o-n.e,thc,.:t~ ~ Cl4' Cv prohl.em,, ~ e r rci:t'h.er- ~ e v
' t ~ I WCl,V\,L 'to-{eei more, cmn,fortcih-Le, wWv d,{ffe,v~1,at"ion, l,n,
the, C,U;l.#V001'JII/. I WCl,V\,L vncttn,-C-o- be, YL,(,t'v Wee, Cv wor4hop ~ 'tor ~ Cl¥ld, wr(;t;'~ A n.ci I hope,~ vteW a.:ppre,,c,{,(;t,t'wn, Cl¥ld, ~
~~ for 1'11.vLth, w VUM"tu.yed, flwowjh, th4, ~ e r ~ I Vv ev
w~, (;I; CI.Lr-eady ~
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VII. The Voices of Two Participants: Mrs. 0 and Mrs. P
Change is difficult and requires interaction and emotional support, both found
through the math initiative. "Unresolved feelings from the past often interfere with our
present functioning. They may hinder our learning, confuse our thinking, interfere with
our planning, inhibit us from taking action, or cause us to act on the basis of negative
feelings rather than our best thinking. Whether negative feelings come from the past or
are elicited by the present situation, obtaining emotional support can help us deal with
new situations constructively and creatively" (Weissglass, 1994, p. 70). Both Mrs. 0 and
Mrs. P found a source of comfort in their journals, which they graciously agreed to share
with me. Mrs. P explains the emotional support for her learning:

It's always a reliefwhen you discover thatyou are not the on{y one who doesn't know
something/or sure. Jiv'lzen the teachers in the math initiative get togethe1~ we are not afraid to
admit when we don't know something. That says a lot about tlze environment that we've been abw
to establish together.
For instance, we recent{y got into a discussion about the concept efwidth. We were
working on an exploration that required us to find the area ef a po{ygon that was made up ef a
few different rectangles. And natural{y, we talked about width and wngth with corifidence.
Jiv'lzich side is the width? That was a question that Mary asked. lfyou are talking about
a do01~ would the width be the thickness efthe do01~ or the bottom ef the door (the shorter side)? lf
you are talking about a rectangle, is the width always the shorter side? So what is the wngth?
Jiv'lzat about depth? We talkedfrank{y and open{y about what we alreaqy knew, listened to
Robin's questions, andfinal{y came to the conclusion that the long side is usual{y tlze wngth.
Robin didn't realty seem satisfied with that and asked us some more questions, but admitted that
now she wasn't sure either. She said she'd get back to us. We moved on. Before our next session,
Robin had a conversation with her math teache1~ Linda, who explained that wngth isn't a
mathematical{y accurate te1m. The correct term is base, not wngth. Then why do our books talk
about u;ngth when referring to thejiJ1mulafar a rectangw? The books are wrong? How
fascinating. So now we understood that the bottom is the base, no matter how long or short it is.
And how high something is_ji-om the base is the height. Such cla1ity. So simple. We all seemed so
relieved because I got the impression that most ef us had st111ggled with this ideafar most efour
teaching careers.
Another instance where !felt safe knowing that I was not the on{y one st111ggling with
something was when we were working on the Tangram Puzzu;. Simp{y cutting out the shapes was
j111Strating enough! But when we had to manipulate the po{ygons to make one la1gerpo{ygon, I
was stumped several times. It was humbling to know that although I may know what different
po{ygons are and what they look like, some efus are just not blessed with a spatial sense to
manipulate shapes to make la1ger shapes. I needed a partner to help me see the possibilities that I
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had not seen myself. I was reminded again of two things: the importance ofpartner w01* and I do
not know and understand eve1ything! For those reasons, I decided to b1ing this activiry to my
students. Some ofmy students were ab/,e to find the shapes much faster than my col/,eagues and
me; and some, as I predicted, were incredib/y frustrated. But I wvecl the fact that I remembered
my own strugg/,e with the prob/,em, and how doing so made the activiry more authentic for me.
It might sound sil/y, but it was a b1iefmoment ofpeace for me. I am not alone in nry
strugg/,e to become a teacher with solid content know/,edge across vmious content areas. Math has
always been a subject that I've felt comfortab/,e with, but through this expe1ience with my
col/,eagues, I am realizing more and more that I am not all that know/,edgeab/,e. It has motivated
me to want to read more resources and engage in the activities that I ask my students to do. But it
feels wondeiful to know that I will not be c1itici;:;edfor admitting my /,a,ck ofknow/,edge in the
environment ofour math initiative. It on/y inspires me.fitrther to be the mathematician that I want
my students to become.

With M rs. 0, I always tried to practice "constructivist listening" . I wanted her to
feel more confident about math and her math teaching. I wanted to encourage her
profound choice of engaging in math explorations fo r her own content knowledge as the
focus of her action research.
Constructivist listening acknowledges a strong relationship between
human cognition and emotion. It assumes that teachers must construct their own
understanding of teaching. The constructivist listener aims to enable the talker to
express feelings, construct personal understandings, and use his or her full
intelligence to respond creatively to situations rather than rely on habit or
ineffective coping strategies. It is not important in constructivist listening for the
listener to understand completely what the talker is expressing. It is important that
the listener communicate interest, caring, and acceptance, and through the asking
of thoughtful questions help the talker express and explore thoughts and feelings.

In constructivist listening, interpretations by the listener are avoided because they
usually interfere with the talker's fully exploring the thought or feeling, expressing
emotion, and developing understanding. Constructivist listening is not passive
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listening, however. The constructivist listener purposefully thinks about the talker
and encourages deep exploration of thoughts and feelings by asking appropriate
questions that focus the talker's attention. The listener also provides reassurance
that it is permissible to delve into murky areas and to express feelings (v\Teissglass,
1994, p. 72).

In an email, Mrs. 0 wrote:
Hi Robin. I just wanted to touch base with you to kt you know how much I am looking
fiJ1ward to our meeting in two weeks. I cannot wait! I have learned so many things about teaching
math-just by reflecting on my practice. I feel more corifi,dent, even though I know I have a long
way to go. But I can alreaqy see the ief!,uence of this corifi,dence on my students. Today, one of my
kids told me that on a homew01k assignment on decimals, she didn't realfy understand one ofthe
probkms. She said that she kept looking at it over and over again and she could not make sense of
it. But then she told me that she was ab/,e to solve it. vVhen I asked her how, she said, 'Well, I
looked.far the connection to the other math things that we've kamed. It started making sense
because decimals are connected to ji·actions.'I am so inspired to hear things like this. The children
are starting to see the connections,just like I am!
I'm realfy excited about my own explorations. Recentfy I made some progress with the
tangrams; not much, but enough to keep me going. Again, workingfi-om where I started has helped
me a great deal. Actualfy, I have made three more sets oftangrams and in the process,.figured out
how to make a square with five ofthe shapes. (Didyou hear me screaming with excitement and
pride?!) I am looking.fa1ward to starting another exploration this weekend when I am home alone!
My famify will be away far the day! Can't wait to play with my math! Thanks far the interest
you show in my explorations. It realfy gives me corifi,dence to keep going! And I love the idea that
my action research is my explorations.
The journal entries that follow not only provide primary source material for
judging the impact of the math initiative; they give insights into the seamlessness of good
practice. I had asked Mrs. 0 and Mrs. P to reflect on specific activities and components
of the math initiative, and from the following journal entries, it is clear that our work
together transcended great activities and information on sound pedagogy. Like Math.far

Teachers, the math initiative provided the foundation for thinking deeply about math
content and pedagogy in a safe and nurturing environment.
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The Voice of M rs. 0

Hi Robin. I hope all is well with you andyourfamily. Our session has been on my
mindfor the past week-and-a-half My journal is filling quickly. After we met, I couldn't swep. I
must have written six pages ofquestions, ideas, and thoughts. It feels pretty awesome to feel like I
am.finally getting somewhere. I can't even begin to tellyou how appreciative I am for the math
initiative.
As you know, when we first began meeting, I felt really stressed about my math practice.
Teaching is stresiful in general, but math was even worse for me. I hated teaching it. I really felt
as though I didn't know what I was doing, probably because I didn't. I took aJew generic math
courses in coUege and I had many dasses on teaching Language Arts. But I never had a course on
how to be a math teacher. So, with my math book in hand, I taught every content standard exactly
from the lesson in the teacher's book.
Sometime l,a,styear, I realized that I was corifident in teaching children how to read and
w1ite, but was never sure about myselfas a math teacher--maybe a math technician, but certainly
not a problem solver. I never did feel comfortable with discussing "!Y discomfort in teaching math
because it was more than teaching it, it was about me understanding it. I knew that I couldn't
discuss my lack of understanding with fellow colleagues. I would look plain dumb.
We've only had two sessions. I am amazed at how much we've accomplished. I am able
to sit and comfortably work with a group ofteachers. I can admit a lack ofunderstanding and I
am neverjudged. I actually feel like I practice being in my students' shoes. I work through
problems, creating my own understanding. Though we've only met two times, our discussions
about making sense of math have truly influenced my work with my students. I am more aware qf
the understanding that we all need to be succesiful in math and more importantly, how to begin to
create the environment where this understanding can actually grow.
I know it is the beginning ofajourney for me. A journey I might not have taken without
your guidance. Words cannot say how grateful I am for having the chance to take this journey.
Thank youfor listening to me. For talking me through my questions. For posing new questions.
But most ofall, thankyou for inspi1ing me to construct my own understanding andfor pushing
me to trust myself

**************************************************
I guess I learned that geometry wasn't my enemy today. To find the area ofa shape, I
knew I had to multiply the length (well, the base, as I now understand) by the width (height). But
this shape was more or less shaped like an L. Right awqy, I knew I had to make connections
between what I knew about area andjigwing it out and breaking apart the sections of the L. This
could be the exact moment when I realized how usefi,tl metacognition is in math. I was using
Elfin Keene's reading strategies. So I visualized and broke the L down into two rectangles. I also
.figured out that I couldfind the area ofthe who/,e figure by pretending the missing piece was there
and then subtracting the area of the missing piecefor the total area. The longest part ofthe.figure
is 8 cm and the widest part is 6 cm. So I multiplied 6 x 8 and got 48 square cm. I had to figure
that the short side was 4 and the difference between 4 and 6 is 2; therefore the width ofthe
missing piece is 2 cm. The missing side had a /,ength of 4 cm. So 4 cm x 2 cm = 8 square cm. So
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then I took the area ef 48 square cm and subtracted the missing 8 sq. cm and got 40 square
centimeters.
4cm

2cm

4cm

8cm

4cm

6cm

**************************************************

I tried out a collaborative card activify on patterns today. But first I wanted them to fa1m
groups. So I sheffl.ed multiplication cards ( I had no playing cards.) and dist1ibuted them to the
children random!J. I had the children mingle with each other andfa1m groups efthree students
based on the math connections they could make with their multiplication cards. The students were
a little excited, being that this was one eftheir.first major explorations. I saw they were quick!J
making groupings based on j,iendships but not on the math connections. So my instructions
changed. I asked the students to take one minute, without speaking, to walk around looking at
everyone else's cards without partnering up. This gave them wait time to build relationships in
their heads p1ior to partne1ing up. I then allowed the children to partner up on the condition they
could explain how they chose their groups. I was still very skeptical about the connections and
some had to explain farther. The children were able to create explanations ef their thinking, which
taught me to ask questions when I real!J don't understand. It doesn't mean I'm wrong or 1ight, it
just means that I want to understand.
Then I gave my students the same instmctions far the cards that I was given the day
before: You each own a clue and are responsiblefar making everyone understand whatyour clue
means. You can't just put them in the middle and let one person read all ef the clues or let someone
takeyour clue out efyour hands. Andyou can't use the last-resort clues unless everyone in the
group agrees.
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The chil£iren quick[y settled into their groups and got right down to business. The
questions began coming as soon as one chi/,d read his card. How do Ifzgure this out without all ef
the necessary iriformation? So I asked, «Do all efthe people in your group have the same
question?" Awareness that he's not in this alone ...
One group had a peeker who Looked at a /,ast-resort card without his group's pe1mission.
Was he lacking confidence in his math abiliry? Was he just impatient to.find an answer? Was he
worried that his group wouuln't get an answer? I took him aside and spent a little one-on-one time
with him, modeling the appropriate appmach to the cards. For example, he didn't hear one efnry
clue cards and reachedfor it. I asked him what he could ask me instead eftaking the cardfrom
my hand. His response reflected an understanding efwhat he needed to do. He asked, «Willyou
reread the card? It doesn 't make sense to me. "Now he was reac[y to retum to the group.
I overheard so mal'!)' fascinating thingsfrom the group: I think this is an important clue
in the pattem. This can't be right, we.figured out that it was odd because efHima's clue. 1Vlaybe
we should read the clues in a different order. Does the order efthe clues make a difference? ff we
read the clues in this orde1~ we might eliminate more possibilities.
I was very pleased with the collaboration and the questions and the way my students
were actual[y talking to each other about math-exact[y the way I have leamed to engage in our
math sessions.
After about 20 minutes, groups started raising their hands to tell me that they were
finished and wanting to know ifthey had the right answer. I wish Robin had been afly on the
wall. I asked them to tell me to explain how they knew their answers were correct. It was a
fascinating processfor them as well as me. What I see is the start efnry students beginning to
own their math processes. I think this has to do with my understanding ef the importance ef
questioning them and promoting their thinking rather than me doing the thinkingfor them. This
was actual[y hard- to not answer their questions. Ifilt as though I wasforcing them to come up
with answers to their own questions. This s/..--ill goes beyond math. I think they're Leaming problem
solvingfor life.

**************************************************

Following a discussion from our math meeting, Fm now not sure that my students use
the equals sign with understanding. I don't real[y think that all efmy students understand what
the equals sign means. Most efmy students are aware that when you add two numbers the equals
sign follows, but I don't think they understand that an equals sign doesn't mean 'the answer. ' I
need to think about how to teach them the equals sign so they understand that it's a symbol that
shows both sides efan equation are the same as each othe1~ are balanced. I real[y am appreciating
the process standards.

**************************************************

I think nry explorations are having a mqjor irifluence on my content knowledge. I real[y
never thought about improving my math practice by just focusing on nry own math problems. Fmm
thefirst experience with 'A Mathematical Tug ef War', I began to see myselfclijferent[y. I'm not
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sure if that expenence just created an awareness efmy thinking methods and made me pay
attention to my strategies, or I hadn't experienced the act efjust doing math probl,ems. Maybe it
was both. What I do know is that I've begun to see myselfas a prob/,em solve1~ notjust a teacher.
At the beginning, I was just stuck-stuck so much that I wanted to cry. In fact, if anyone spoke
to me al certain points dwing explorations in the beginning efthe math initiative, I would have
e1ied. (Actually, one time I did. And Robin told me about the time she c1ied in her.first major
math class at Bank Street. Right in.front ofLinda, her prefessor. She said she was stuck and
didn't know what to do next. I really appreciated heating this. I mean, Robin has co-rifulence in
her math content knowl,edge, but she didn't always.) Anyway, dunng our beginning explorations,
!felt unabl,e to connect like the others. I couldn't see algebra at all. I wasn't able to make a,ry
connections to what I thought I should have alreac/y known, stlfifI had learned in high school and
col/,ege. I felt lost,frustrated, and angry. Embarrassed, too. I did not see answers to probl,ems.
And then I figured it out! I was looking_for the answers instead eflooking at my process. I started
to ask questions in my head that would have been embarrassing to ask out louc4 but eventually I
began to ask questions out loud. And no one seemed to think they were dumb questions. And I
began to find some success as I paced myselfand thought as slow/y as I needed to. I did have
some technical abili!J but I now understood that I needed to give nry technical abilify some
.foundation in understanding. I needed to make connections between what I knew and what I
needed to know. I feel progress.

**************************************************

Robin talks about reflection a lot. I think it's the key to my growth. I always thought that
I was a reflective teacher and generally, in life. I was aware that my methodsfar teaching children
math were bo1ing. 1hey bored me. !just didn't know what to do. So this work is a blessing, and
!feel very lucky to be a part efit. Now I don't have to be bored to death by my own math
teaching.
All ef these wondeiful ideas that we discuss, the explorations and activities that we get to
.focus on- I think this is how I am /,earning to manage my reflections, if that makes any sense. At
first I was ove1whelmed with everything we were doing. I would go back to my classroom and try
activities that didn't even fit with what I was teaching. I think that made things worse far me. I
was so desperate far my students and me to not be bored. So I started thinking about my ro/,e as a
teacher and how I wanted my children to make meaningful connections to what we were learning.
I wanted my children to be able to represent their thinking. I wanted them to make sense ofwhat
they were learning.
I stood back one day and looked at all efthe papers that l,ay in front efme. It was a
huge heap efknowledge spread before me in complete disarray. I started by sorting papers into
content strands-number sense, geometry probabilify, data analysis. And I bought some binders
and I started 01ganizing activities into binders by categ01ies. 1his may not sound like a big deal,
but to be able to 01ganize ideas in math the way I 01ganize ideas in Language Arts is a really big
deal far me-proefto me that I am beginning to understand how to teach math.
Once I got 01ganized, my corifidence grew. I tried the activities. I read through them. Day
after day, I talked to my students about my expe1iences. I listened to theirs. I started developing a
conifort with the kids that canied over into other subject areas. Pretty amazing ifyou ask me. I
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have actually stopped hou.ling onto the textbookfor dear life. And I've begun to focus on the
standards to direct my lessons.

The Voice of Mrs. P
November 2004
I'm working hard to use math journals consistently and to have it be an integral part ef
my assessment. 77zis is definitely a result efworking with my colleagues in the math initiative.
vv'lzen we meet, we are able to share what is happening in our individual classrooms, give
fiedback and suggestions, or simply vent our.fiustrations.
Everyone has a different and unique way efusing the math journal. I must corifess, for
most efmy short teaching careei~ it was that notebook that I hesitated to use because I fill unsure
efhow to use it at all. I'd have my students 'reflect,' not even sure efwhat I was lookingfor
exactly. Afier afiw months efsporadic entri£s, the math journal wouldfiz:,;:::,le out, only taken out
when I filt guilry about not having used itfor weeks.
No longer. I 've begun to make it my practice to have the children pull out theirjournals at
the end efclass, efter an assessment, or even following a mathematical exploration. It is still not
something that comes naturally to me. I still have to remind myself that we need to pause and
reflect on the day's learning. And I 've learned, alongside my students, the importance qfthis.
Reading through nry students' thoughts gives me so much insight into what they understand (and
don't) and how much it iriforms my instruction.
77zis week, efter receiving the results efa test on data collection and graphing, one student
reflected on the fact that she now knows that when plotting a graph, your internals must be the
same each time, and each graph needs a scale that 'makes the most sense'for it. She also realized
the importance ef labeling axes so that 'airyone would know whatyou 're talking about. ' 17zese
may be simple realizations, but it gave me much insight into what she learned.fi·om the experience.
77zis same 5th grade stU£lent also reflected on an exploration we did that involved playing
a game with tiles to help the stU£lents better understand our number .rystem. She wrote, 'vv7ien we
played the game with a partner using tiles, it helped me learn that our place value .rystem is based
on the number ten becauseyou regroup.fi·om IO when necessary. Becauseyou can never have ten
tiles in one column. For example: ifyou have ten ones,you regroup it and put one tile in the tens
column lo represent one group eften.'
Without thejournal, I may not havefully seen the depth efher understanding. It made
me see the importance efwriting in math, not only for the purpose efhelping children become better
communicators eftheir thinking, but as a method efassessment that drives my instruction. As the
Communication standard states, communication in math needs to be clear and coherent in order to
prove the reasoning behind the thinking process. It also needs to be practiced continually. I find
that the math journal is a helpful toolfor the practice efwriting in math, as well as a method ef
assessment. I am able to see immediately which students grasp a concept and which still have
misconceptions.

November 2004
Being part efsomething as inspiring as the math initiative has been wondeiful, but at the
same time,.fiwtrating. Everything we do centers around conceptual understanding, but it seems
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like the resources that the district providesfor us and the expectations they have efus to Jinish the
textbook' goes against everything that we are doing.
The math initiative, howeve1~has provided us with rich, engaging activities that promote
conceptual understanding. Instead efusing the cut and dry method efteaching geometry through
the book, for thefirst time in my teaching career I decided to inc01porate geoboards into my lessons
this week. M emorizing geometry temlS and simply looking at the textbook was not going to teach
rrry students to understand. The math initiative has opened my eyes to that. Though using
geoboards was unfamiliar territoryfor me, I decided to take the risk alongside the children. And
we loved every minute efit! It was so ama::::,ing to see how much more tlze children understood
what a polygon was through manipulating the geoboards and questioning the idea efa polygon
itself
We particularly enjoyed 'Shape Constmction on the Geoboard,' where children were
asked to consbuct shapes that.fit certain clues. The activi!J /,ed to a deep conversation about the
difference between a square and a rectang/,e. This was especially help.fill.for students who needed
to see the shapes and manipulate then in order to better understand the nature ef the polygons.
Scott Foresman textbooks do not provide activities that encourage the chddren to question why a
polygon is the way is.
Another activiry from the math initiative that I decided to use this week as a wwm-up
was an exploration we did cal/,ed 'Up and Under.' Robin would open up each session with an
initial exploration, which got our minds working and instantly engaged. I always lookfo1ward to
the initial explorations because they immediately get us engaged. We are chal/,enged as soon as we
walk in the door. I also enjoy having the option to work independently or with a partner. The
sharing efour strategies on chart paper qfie1ward also helps increase my content knowledge. I
learn so much from seeing different ways to solve a prob/,em.
'Up and Under' involves using numbered cards that are in a set order so that when you
spell out the numbers one through twelve andflip a card to show the students, the numbersyou sqy
will appear. When we tried it with Robin, we spent perhaps twen!J minutes on it. When I tried
it with my students, it ended up becoming an activi!J that took up almost the entire class time. But
the students were coming up with such wondeiful strategies for fzgwing out the pattern and were so
engaged in the thinking process that I didn't want to worry about the time. We ended up spending
two dqys talking about our strategies. Some students used graph paper with blanks and counted
out the patterns, some kids laid cards out on thefloor and counted out the numbers.fi"om the
beginning, some students guessed and checked. What a natural wqy to differentiate /,earning! It
was wondeifi,d!
So I .find myselfusing the activities and explorations that Robin provides for us (which
arefantastic) but it is ove1whelming trying to inc01porate all efit into the rigidi!J efScott
Foresman. Plus, the textbook lessons are not centered around mathematical understanding, but on
teaching 1u/,es and algo1ithins. I spend hours trying to create /,essons.fi"om scratch or adapt ones
from Marilyn Burns to fit whatever concept I am working on. It takes absolutely forever and
sometimes I wonder ifI'm trying to reinvent the wheel.
Another issue I'm grappling with is that I am not alwqys sure ef what to ask the
children to w1ite about in theirjournals. Sometimes I feel like they are tired efexplaining and are
just w1iting words to pl,ease me. The Reasoning and Proefstandard states that reasoning
mathematically is a habit efmind, and like all habits, it must be developed through consistent use
in many contexts andfrom the earliest grades. The only way the children will improve in their
abili!J to communicate and prove their thinking, as well as understand the importance ef doing
this, is through continued practice. But what can I do to avoid losing the drive?
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And then when we meet as col/,eagues in our math initiative, I am reminded that I am
not alone. We get new ideas, talk about our obstac/,es, and /,eave fieling that we can do this work.
And the resources that we've used fi·om Marilyn Bums on f,eachingfi-actions, decimals, and
percenls have taught me more about n!J! own /,a,ck efconceptual understanding, as well as provided
wonderfi.tl /,essons far my studenls. It seems as though the more I read about math, the /,ess I feel
that I really know. Or mqybe I'm realiz:,ing that I have alwqys been a good technician. This also
ove1whelms me, though. I want to be ab/,e to know enough, to ask the right questions to guide n!JI
students, and.feel confident about which direction to go each dqy.
I know this is not something that will happen ovemight. I am realiz:,ing, above everything
else, that this is a process. My own /,eaming process. And though it is at times extraordina1ily
ji,LStrating, I want to fight the wge to go back to direct instntction.

December 2004
Things are coming together slowry. The resources that I've gottenfi·om our math initiative
have helped me provide meaningful activitiesfar my studenls. jvfa1iryn Bums' book, About
Teaching Mathematics, has become my ultimate resource. Not onry have I used /,essons that she
has created, but I have been inspired to use some efher /,essons as jumping-ojfpoinls far creating
nry own /,essons.
I have also been chal/,enged to grow in my own understanding each time we meet far a
session. We've had deep discussions about the artic/,e, 'Is a Square a Rectang/,e?' It made me sit
and question my own understanding efa square and a rectangle--what makes each distinct and
each simi/,a,r? I came to the conclusion that I do not know as much as I thought I did. I came to
the conclusion that I need to /,eam so much more. I want to feel comfartab/,e not knowing
everything and I want to share this with my studenls.
Some efthe explorations have stumped and chal/,enged me and have /,efl me still trying to
find an answer. The 'Square Partitioning' prob/,em, whereyou must find a certain number of
squares within a corifi.ned /,a,1ger square, has kept me guessing. I'm trying to appreciate that not
every prob/,em needs to be solved in one sitting. I realize that my /,evel efpatience is limited if there
is not a quick way to solve a prob/,em immediat,ery.
I introduced this prob/,em to my studenls and they loved it. It raised the question about
the differences between squares and rectang/,es because some studenls tried to use rectang/,es instead
efsquares and so the conversation began. And I was so happy about being ab/,e to reference the
conversation fi·om our math meeting.
I had never used a hundreds chart in my life until the math initiative. The activities that
Robin pl,a,nnedfor us realry deepened my understanding effactors and multip/,es. I could actualry
see, right in front efme, that a multip/,e ef 9 is also a multip/,e ef3, since 3 is afactor ef 9. You
could tell me that 1U/,e, but being able to actualry see the pattem on a hundreds chart realry makes
a difference. livnen I introduced.factors and multip/,es to my students using the hundreds ch.art,
thry were able to see pattems th.at I had not even noticed. These moments are urifo1gettable--and
our work in the math sessions has been invaluab/,e.
Sometimes I wonder ifI am taking too long on a certain concept. We've been working
withJi-actions.for over a month now. !feel that whi/,e my grade-/,evel partner is racing through
chapter qfter chapter in the textbook, I am going at a much slower pace. livni/,e I appreciate that
teaching.for understanding takes longer than just covering material and I am making connecti.ons
among concepls so I'm not necessmiry behind, I stillfeel a bit unsure about how this is all going
to come out at the end eftheyear.
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I have to remind myselfthat I need to trust my process. I know that the way I am
teachingfractions, decimals, and percents is comp1.etely different from wstyear. I know this
because efconversations I'm having with my students. For examp/,e, one student commented, 'It's
fanny how I never realized that afraction and a decimal are really the same thing--just different
namesfar part efa who/,e.' Then he proceeded to exp!,ain to me, with pictures and numbers, how
he sees the connection between a 'tenth' as afraction and the tenths place in a decimal, both being
less than a who/,e. It was amazing to see that corifulence, being that only afiw months ago he was
the one aski.ng, 'Why do we have to explain everything we do?'

January 2005
One efthe great things about the math initiative is how much it reminds me efwhat goes
on in my cwssroom day cifter day. Robin always provides us with an agenda, with very c1.ear
expectations. The agendas give us an idea efwhat to expect each day--but whether or not we end
up fallowing it is a different story. I actually enjoyed the times we had to change the schedu/,e
because it seemed so authentic, so similar to what actually happens in our cwssrooms every day.
Often we lingered on one particular sul?Jecl or prob1.em, or got caught up in discussions ef
NCTM standards, our Cherry Hill standards, or our own personal standards. But isn't that
what happens in our own cwssrooms? We think we have it all planned out and that we will cover
all the things we've w1itten in our planners. Yet we end up strayingfi·om these well-planned days
because we can't possibly predict our students' discove1ies. And when this plays out in what is
otherwise a well-planned prefessional development session, it's an ciffi1mation far me that
mind1.essly sticki.ng lo a schedu/,e isn't what propels student /,earning.
In addition, Robin wou/,d always have some present far us each time we met- she said it
was her way efthanki.ng usfar sha1ing our valuab/,e time with her. She'd make bookmarks with
great math quotes on them; sometimes there wou/,d be somethingfar our classrooms, like graph
index cards or a box efhappy birthday pencils far our students. It's what all efus love to do:
swprise our students with a small token. She wou/,d also include cartoons, quotes, and clippings in
ourfa/,ders at each session. I cherish these and laminated many efthe clippings, hung the cartoons
in my classroom, and enjoyed them with my students. They made us laugh. They sparked
convenations. They were wondeiful to receive and even better to share with my students.
One efmy fav01ite parts efour day was when Robin shared math magazines, books, and
resources far us to considerfar our cwssrooms. I can't speakfar anyone else, but Ifie! as though
the sessions were peifect exampks efa real cwssroom- -Jull efreal struggles,jnLStrations,
chalknges,jun, and hope. It is worth every minute being out efmy cwssroom.

Febrnary 2005
Everyone has his/her distinct math personality. I've seen it in nry ki.ds: the student who
thinks he/she knows it all, smothering others' ideas and taki.ng up all the air space in the
conversation; the student who is fairly corifulent in his/her math ability but is cifraid ofbeing
wrong, so seldom participates; the student who lacks mathematical corifi,dence entirely and will not
conttibutefarfiar of looki.ng comp1.etely cluekss. With the 1ight environment, one in which
chi/,dren do notfie! afraid ofsaying what they think, a teacher can help every child become a
corifi,dent (not over-corifi,dent) and respeciful person who communicates his/her math thinking
effectively.
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I enjoyed reading about this environment in Making Sense. I wish we made more time to
discuss certain chapters during our sessions, but just reading it has been invaluabl,e.
This year I've worked especwlly hard to establish a communiry in my math class that
allows children to feel sqfe enough to sqy what thry think, whether thry are right or wrong. But
sometimes these chi/,dren are just not nice to one another. Part ef the probl,em is that we switch for
math so the students I havefar math are not the students I have the rest ef the dqy. Thry are not
grouped by abiliry or differentiated. The purpose efswitching is to give the students the opportuniry
/,0 experience what it's like to have more than one teacher all dqy before thry go offto middl,e
school.
So the chi/,dren I havefar math have established their own classroom communiry and
seem to ho/,d to their own set efrules. Thry interrupt one anothe1~ make othersfeel silly for asking
questions, call out... .It has been a chall,enge far me to push them to be kinder and more respec!fol.
Needl,ess to scry, these behaviors have effected their success in math. It is difficult to have deep,
meaningful conversations about math when you are busy mguing.
For instance, whenever we had mathematical explorations that involved manipulatives,
the children would have difficulry getting seri.ous, constantly playing with them and throwing them
around. It would get to the point where I wou/,d want to throw in the towel and revert to direct
instruction. Ifthry had partner or small group work, some wou/,d do nothing whil,e their partner
slaved to get the work done. When we shared our thinking, some students would not even listen; or
ifthry did listen, thry would be rude and disrespectful, disagreeing and being mgumentative.
Yet, despite this, I feel that I have made some progress with 1191 math students. Through
much reminding, modeling, and patience, I have started to see some changes. They are beginning
to give each other a littl,e more space and a littl,e more respect. Thry have started to ergoy working
with /Jartners and are /,earning to be better listeners. And although there are still those who <know
it all', most are becoming better at valuing the opinions ef others.
There is still the occasional mgument, the stray manipula.tiveflying across the room, and
rude comment. But Rome wasn't built in a dqy, I remind myself. So a solid, sqfe, rich math
environment might just have to take the wholeyear!

March 2005
I am simply ama;:,ed at the difference it makes when you ask the chi/,dren to explain their
answers. Likewise, Robin pushes us to explain our thinking. The <36 Students Problem' involves
finding out the number efboys and girls in a room, only knowing that there are 8 more boys than
girls. We had to solve the probl,em in two wqys. I immediately cranked out an algebraic
expression and solved it. Then I had to think about what I actually did and had to explain why I
di.d it. That was hard to do. I decide to try a different strategy. I tJied to guess and check, but
systematically. Knowing there were 8 more boys than girls, I started with two numbers that added
to 36 but seemed about 8 apart, then acijusted my numbers accordingly, using an 01gani;:,ed list.
This was easier to explain and I cou/,d understand my process. It was ama;:,ing how quickly I
cou/,d solve a problem using algebra but how difficult it was to explain why I did it. On the other
hand, the other way took a bit wnge1~ but made much more sense.
When we began multiplication ef.fi'actions, I decided to use the activiry that we did with
Robin using Cuisenaire Rods. We had to use all the rods and not give them number value~ just
talk about them in temtS eftheir colors without the actual.fractions associated with them. Then,
slowly and deliberately, we made connections between the colors and the fractions and then
connected that to the idea efa whol,e.
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In all theyears I have taught fi·actions, I have neve1~ ever seen children make stronge1~
more corifident statements aboutJi-actions. By using the Cuisenaire Rods and the l,essons that
Robin taught us, my students have a deeper understanding ef the idea efpart to whole and how
important it is to clearly defi,ne the whole. A red rod representing one-fourth looks completely
differentfi·om a blue rod representing one-fourth and that's okay, since it always depends on how
we defi,ne the 'whole. '
Another new development far me is that I've begun to create my own assessments. Before,
I had never thought efusing anything but what was provided by the textbook. Now, creating
assessments has become a natural part efmy pwnning. The Assessment Principle states that
authentic assessment 'should support the learning efimportant mathematics andfi1rnish usefi,d
irifo1mation to both teachers and students.' I am no longer giving assessments that only require
students to spit backfacts or crunch alg01ith1ns. I want the assessments to elicit their true
understanding efthe concepts.
I am especially proud efa recent quiz onfi·actions that I created. It is a quiz that
requires the children to use their knowledge efthe benchmarkfiaction 1/2 to identify which
fiactions are greater or less than 1/2. Before this year, I did notficus on the idea ef 1/2, nor did
I realize how important it was to have a fiim understanding ef benchmark numbers.
The students were asked to expwin why eachfiaction wa.s less than or greater than 1/2
and give examples. One student wrote, '3/7 is less than 1/2 because halfef 7 is 3. 5, and 3 is
less than 3.5. And 40/80 is equal to 1/2 because ifyou add the numerator twice, 40 + 40,
it'll equal the denominator. 17/ 18 is greater than 1/2 because halfef 18 is 9, so since 17 is
greater than 9, 17/ 18 is greater than 1/2.
lvfy students have become accustomed to expwining their answers far everything they do. I
think it's becoming second nature. And I've gotten used to requiring reasoning with the solution.

May 2005
I see so many connections between our experiences in our sessions, working together as
colleagues, and student in my cwssroom.
During the 'Handshake Problem,' we needed to find a rule that wou/,d work each time
far how many handshakes there wou/,d be depending on the number efpeople in a room. The
problem was utterly fiustrating. lvfy partner and I spent what seemed likefarever trying to find the
rule through T-charts, examining patterns between numbers, and efcourse, my specialty, using
variables. It got us nowhere.
Looking around the room, it was like watching my students struggling with math.
Within partner groups, there may be one person who dominated the thinking, not allowing the
other person to speak or share his/her ideas; or both would try to talk over one anothe1~fightingfar
air space. It was almost humorous to see the similarities between our interactions and our
students'.
At one point, I had to leave the room because my fiustration level was so high. And the
volume efvoices had reached new heights as well. So I went and sat in the hallway, and cranked
away at the problem. At wst, I discovered an algoiithm that would work each time. I was
vict01ious! I dashed back to the room to discover everyone silent, sta1ing at one anothe1~ some with
ange1~ some with shock, and most squi1ming in discomfort.
It turned out that two people in different groups had started to argue about how one group
had presented the solution- questioning the legitimacy ef the answe1-and were debating the
difference between a rule and an algo1ithm. One group had used vmiables and had been able to
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find af01mu/,a that worked. The person in the other group argued that that was not a mle, which
is what the probkm askedfar. To be honest, I was sketcf!J (and still am) about the actual
difference between a rule and an alg01ithm, and despite Robin's efforts to.focus the conversation on
that idea, the two people involved wouldn't let go of their anger. It was awkward and strange.
Looking back, it's ama;::,ing to see how much we as grownups have difficulty listening to
another's perspective, and how easy it is to get upset when opinions c/,ash. Will this experience
make us more understanding when our students argue? We assume that they should always behave
in a respeciful way. But look how hard it wasfar those two teachers to get past the anger and deal
with the math. So once again, my expe1ience in the math initiative has been so authentic and
connected to what my students experience. It is a reminder that we are not different from our
students-we are all human. So it is imperative that we constant[y reflect on our own behavior.
How else will we be able to support our students in making the best choices?
And once again, I was reminded ofhow much I re[y on the alg01ithm to solve a problem.
I was able to find the answe1~ but could not clearly expwin it to others. Despite being extreme[y
fiustrated by the probkm I decided to introduce this to my students as a challenge. I faund that the
children needed a lot of time to work on this, and because oftime constraints and the level of
fiustration that built up efter afew days, I .found myselfprompting them to an answer. At that
point, I felt rrry students lose interest and, in a way, lose control ofthe whole process. I think I
thwarted the expe1ience because I rushed them at the end. I need to learn that allowing 1191
students to struggle and grapple is as goodfar them as it isfar me. I want them to own the
understanding the way I have learned to do so eften in our sessions.
vVhat makes our sessions so special is that we have been given the opportunity to become
math learners, grappling and st7uggling with our own content knowledge. Robin gives us ample
time to engage in explorations. She doesn't pressure us to 'huny up and.finish' so we can move on.
ff we move on, we finish later. ff we don't move on, then we don't get to do something else. But
we're always engaged and we re always working. Isn't that what we want in our own
c/,assro01ns?
We celebrate our successes. We col/,aborate with one another. We work independent[y.
We have access to mathematical tools that support us in our quest to understand our work. But
most importantly, we are expected to think critically about our own thought processes, to push
ourselves to understand our math, and to become more comfortable with communicating our
thinking to others. I have come to respect the process as much as the correct answer. It is an
entire[y different way ofthinking about math.
And in my own c/,assroom, we're still w1iting in math journals, expwining and sharing
strategies on chart paper and on assessments-always attempting to apply to standards of
reasoning and proefand communication, and the p1inciples efsound teaching, learning-and
equi!J.
1
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VIII. Evaluation of the Math Initiative by Two Participants
Assessing professional development needs to be more than perfunctory
evaluations. Questions need to support teachers in thinking deeply about the experience
and they need time to write thoughtful responses. This evaluation vvas given to teachers at
our final session with a self-addressed, stamped envelope. I asked them to return them as
soon as possible, but definitely before the end of school.

Math Initiative Evaluation, Spring 2005
Name
Mrs. 0

Please reflect on thefallowing questions:
1. How has the Math Initiative provided momentum for your mathematics practice?

There is no way to sum up the math initiative, but I'll
try my best! The math initiative has provided me with insight
into my own practice. I have developed a confidence in my own
mathematical thinking, beliefs, and knowledge. This confidence
has inspired me in my classroom. I feel comfortable taking risks,
spending time teaching reasoning, teaching for understanding
rather than teaching a book lesson which will be forgotten!

2. How has the Math Initiative contributed to your content knowledge of mathematics?

Since this is my action research, my content knowledge has
expanded greatly. I am able to see things in many new ways.
Things are actually beginning to make sense to me! I have a
long way to go in personal mathematics growth, but I see th e
light! I definitely feel that so much of a once-foggy picture is
becoming clear to me!

3. How has action research influenced your thinking about teaching and learning?

It has become a lens to see my own practice. I have become
much more driven to assess my teachi ng and focus on my learning
to enhance the lea rning of my students. I didn't practice, initia lly,
by focusing on myself. Now I feel confident in directly focusing
on my growth as a way to encourage student growth naturally.
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4. Do you have any specific suggestions that would enhance the Math Initiative?

Robi n, you have been a true inspiration to me. So many areas
have been influenced by you. I feel so strongly about my lea rning,
my beliefs, and my practice. I can't thank enough for
ena bling/allow ing me to grow ...

Math Initiative Evaluation, Spring 2005
Name
Mrs. P

P/,ease refl,ect on the following questions:
1. How has the Math Initiative provided momentum for your m athematics practice?
It f'I-Cl4'PYOV(,(ie,d,, m.e, wctfv Y(¼OUVUW I caw u,.\,e,t& heqJ buad.,, ~
~ . I t ' ~ of ma.th, conce:pn, ( ycdhe,y thaw pycu;,t"u;e, pyo-bwn,w thatonly yeqU,(,ye, mem.or~ £M'\I et½}orUhm,). ~ ma.th, (,,vu'.,t"t.at'we, WC4-' vl1,& Cv
pl,c,.,ce., wheve, I COtA1.d,, ~ e , my .\t'Y~ bounce, ~ o f f other- tecu:hev!-,
~ cu;,t"wily npl.ore,for my!cl{-the, cUffe,ve-vit" cu;,t"wlt'~ my ~ w ~
ru;we,to-dc-. Jhw WC4-' pCM"t'1,C<A,U1.,r-Ly ~ U\lthat- w e, OUY~e;y npuie-n.ced,
the,fy~at-'i-ow, ~ ~ ~ W M + ' \ ! .\OW~ ev co-wtpl,e,iu pyob-l.e-mt.

2. H ow has the M ath Initiative contributed to your content knowledge of mathematics?
I WC4-' Cl,Oi,e, to-.\t'Y~ ~ ffYcippl.e, wctfv pyo-l.,-l,e,»,w, j ~ C4-' my ~ doL-¥\1 ~ ~ the, ma.th, (,,vu'.,t"t.at'we, ~ t h a t - I be,, cLecu- CL-¥1..d, ~ L-¥\1
n p ~ my ~ pyoce,.s..y. Jhw forced, m.e,to-tYufy thi,vJv Clhotd" wrw.;t
I Yeci.L"½t ~ , I t ' ~ Cl-OOtd" Cv ma.th, conce:pt, ycdhe,y thaw C Y ~ out Cv YIM,e,
( wh{av WC4-' my malvv .\t'YCLtegy). I n,e,ve,r- WC4-' hdd, CLCCOtM'\,t;CLoie, for n p ~
"wh:Y" before,. 13y ~ ev ~ o r of my ~ I WC4-' CLbie, to- .lee'
that- I vieeded, tO-ffYOW e,ve,w more, L-¥\1 my own, co-nt"e-vit" /<,rww~ ~ p ~
my!cl{-to- yead, more, Y(¼OUVC,e;y to- heqJ m.e, do-~

3. H ow has action research _influenced your thinking about teaching and learning?
My cu;,t"t,OW Y(¼eC(,,VCf\l Y\-Cl4-t~ m.e,thca;t~ ~ U¼I.¥~ ~
b e , , ~ on, CLt the, ~t'!A'J.'te', ~ that- my ~ ewe, ofte,w my
tecu:hev!-"- ~
"heqJ me, ~thca;the,ve, ewe,~ WC<:Y!-" o f ~ CLt Cv
pyo-bie,m,, ~ ~ WC<:>'¥ of n p ~ yOUY ~ ' P Y ~ I 've,
lecwvied,, that- I ru;we, ~ nu<dv more,thca; I need, to- U¼l.¥V½ ~ U'!-" ~
to- ~ tho.;(;: I n,fc,..a, U'!-" 'PYog,+'<¼11 WM+'\! yow Cl,jl"e, CLbie, to- cu;,cept thatyow wui CIAMIC<:Y!-" be,, ev U¼l.¥V\£¥".

4. Do you have any specific suggestions that would enhance the M ath Ini tiative?
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IX. Conclusions
I believe that understanding simple things deeply serves us well. The message for
professional development that influences practice is clear: It begins with creating
connections to teachers by listening to their needs. And through these connections, the
work must be sustained and purposeful.
Teaching is a continual j ourney. T here is no one right way to teach , and one does
not ever master teaching. There is always room to grow and change. Purposeful
professional development must provide the opportunity for teachers to try out what they
are learning. If teachers are given the opportunity to test the learning by applying it in
their classrooms, they will take ownership of their craft, which will provide momentum
for further participation in professional development opportunities. Therefore,
professional development projects need to span at least a school year so that teachers have
the time to try out their ideas with a structure of support provided by the professional
development sessions.
I think the most compelling idea for a professional developer is the notion of
working oneself out of a job. Imagine the type of professional development that inspires
teachers to grow in their capacity to reflect on their work; consequently, they are
compelled to create their own professional development. I believe that if my work has an
impact, teachers will become advocates for their own growth. And for those teachers for
whom it is a struggle to reflect on their practice, I can only create the environment by
continuing to listen carefully and authentically while asking nurturing questions.
Of course there will always be naysayers- teachers who don't see the necessity of
professional development or reflection- Michael Fullan calls them "energy consumers."
In Leadership and Sustainabiliry, Fullan describes three categories: energy creators, energy
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neutrals, and energy consumers. Energy creators are enthusiastic, collaborative, and
always find a way to see things in a positive light. They are imaginative, crea tive, and they
stimulate and spark others. They practice leadership at all levels and are able and willing
to reflect deeply on their practice. Energy creators always wish to improve on their
previous best. Energy neutrals are competent and sound practitioners who are willing to
address the task and are good at maintenance. Sometimes energy neutrals are
uncomfortable with others looking deeply at their practice, but they are capable and
interested in improving their practice. And energy consumers have a negative view of the
world. They resent change and practice "blocking strategies." They use other people's
time excessively and they do not feel good about themselves. They are unable and
unwilling to critically examine their teaching practice (Fullan, 2005 , p. 37-38). So another
goal of quality professional development is cultivating energy creation in others, and then
even the naysayers might have access to the work.
But according to Mike Schmoker, the promise of professional development has
gone la rgely unfulfilled. Even though well-intentioned leaders have spent a lot of money
and countless hours on "strategic planning" to create reform in public education, big
notebooks filled with vision statements and needs assessments have often lacked clarity
and coherence. Outside experts are brought in for one-shot dog-and-pony shows and
change has been neither intensive nor long lasting. And assumptions have been made
about the effectiveness of the planning, the value of workshops, and a system's ability to
" meaningfully monitor" the numerous initiatives. Schmoker's solution is "staff
development built around collaborative exchange in which teachers work together, reflect
on their practice, exchange ideas, and share strategies" (Schmoker, 2004, p. 430). That
defines the math initiative.
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Weissglass recommends that educators leading professional development in
mathematics deliberately take the following six actions (pp. 76-77):

I. Combat the iso/,ation under which educators work. Integrating support groups and dyads
into professional development activities will enable educators to develop stronger
bonds with their colleagues. These improved relatio nships will provide educators
the safety to discuss meaningfully the issues that they face.

2. Help educators improve their listening skills. Educators will generally not become better
listeners by being told to listen better or given lectures abo ut it. They become
better listeners through practice, reflection, discussion, and the experience of
being listened to well.

3. Provide opportunities for educators to express their.feelings about changes being proposed, about
issues in education, and about their own past experiences as l,eamers.
4. Enable educators to address controversial issues on a personal as well as intell,ectual l,evel. It is
crucial that professional developmen t activities address controversial issues.
Change will occur, however, only if educators listen to o ne another respectfully,
work through their feelings about the issues, and make decisions for themselves
about new approaches.

5. Provule the opportunity, whenever irifrnmation is presented,for each person to reflect on its
meaning/or himselfor herselfand to pwn on how to use that irifrnmation. It is unrealistic to
expect teachers to implement new ideas in their classrooms unless they have time
for reflection and planning.
6. Establish and sustain mutual support networks. Teachers need to meet regularly with the
same people in order to develop the trust necessary to talk meaningfully about
important issues. Avoid single sessions.
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There are two realities about educational change. The first is that the classroom
teacher controls the most important aspects of how the classroom operates. Secondly,
teachers have strong feelings about what they are doing and what they are being asked to
do. Well-constructed professional development can give teachers the opportunity to
engage in math explorations and action research that nurture their math understanding
and teaching practices, but that isn't enough. "Teachers must be given opportunities to
develop trusting collegial relationships so that they can reflect on their beliefs, construct
their own understanding of the proposed changes, work through feelings that may inhibit
their ability to change, and make their own decisions about how to respond" to any
professional development initiative (Weissglass, 1994, p. 78).
This first math initiative experience was a focused and reflective collaboration in
mathematics. The teachers involved that first year spread the word that this professional
development was long-term, personal, and worth their time. The superin tendent and
principals never had to mandate anything. The following year, there was a waiting list to
participate in the math initiative.
Being a teacher requires a dynamic and continuous commitment to the process of
growth. In my experience, teachers respond to professional development that revolves
around their needs and their work as they see it.
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